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Unionization effort 
right on schedule 
Photo/ScoM ScNnldt 
John Keener and his daughter Laurelyn, seven months, 
look on as the Bulldogs beat BemldjI 89-64 Saturday 
night. Keener Is an assistant professor of health, physical 
education and recreation. 
B y Kar l W. Oestrelch 
Statesman Editor 
The efforts of the American 
Federation of State, County and 
Municipal Employees (AFSCME) 
toward unionization of clerical 
workers in the University of 
Minnesota system is going well. 
By last Friday, A F S C M E had 
reached its goal of signing 30 
percent of the clerical workers in 
the system and is right on 
schedule, according to Bob 
Nortrerg, business agent for 
A F S C M E Council Six which 
represents Northeast Minnesota. 
"We expected at least 30 percent 
by last Friday," said Norlrerg. 
H o w e v e r , a p r o b l e m has 
developed on the actual numtrer 
of c ler ical workers in the 
university system. There is a 
question whether there are 2,600, 
2,800 or 3,000 clerical workers 
working for the University of 
Minnesota. T h i s total, according 
to Norlrerg, would affect the exact 
percentage of clerical workers 
that have signed authorization 
cards. 
"Things are going well ," said 
Adele Krusz, librarian assistant 
and head of the organizing drive 
for A F S C M E at UMD. "We're 
real optimistic and looking for 
sometime in March (to file for an 
election)." 
Over 800 cards have been signed 
through the university system, 
said Krusz, "and the campaign 
w i l l continue." 
"The T w i n Cities campuses are 
really coming around," said 
Krusz. "Some places are alxrut 30 
percent." 
signing of authorization cards at 
the university hospital. "The 
University Hospital is where the 
most problems are," said Eliot 
Se ide , i n t e r n a t i o n a l area 
A F S C M E director for Minnesota, 
North Dakota and South Dakota. 
Last Friday, the unionization 
process was evaluated by 
One problem has surfaced in the Union to 5A 
Petition would support 
separate bargaining unit 
B y Kar l W. Oestrelch 
Statesman Editor 
If Pat Pearson has her way, there 
could be a change in the 
development of unionization for 
U M D clerical workers. 
Pearson, a senior office specialist 
in the Registrar's office at UMD, 
started circulating a petition this 
week that would provide support 
for a change in the Public 
Employees Labor Relations Act. 
A revision in the act would allow 
U M D clerical workers to organize 
as a separate bargaining unit--as 
the U M D faculty did--instead of 
organiz ing as part of the 
University of Minnesota system 
as a whole. 
Legislation has also Ireen drawn 
up to he presented to the 
Minnesota Legislature concern-
ing the law change. State Senator 
Sam Solon also supports the 
legislation, said Pearson. " S a m 
Solon has given us support." 
C u r r e n t l y , the A m e r i c a n 
Federation of State, County and 
Municipal Employees (AFSCME) is 
heading a drive for unionization 
of clerical workers throughout 
the university system. I f the 
union gains enough support and 
is voted as the representative of 
the c l e r i c a l w o r k e r s , one 
bargaining unit would represent 
the campuses of Minneapolis, 
Duluth, Waseca, and Duluth. 
Petition to 5A 
Organization funding requests hold constant 
B y Kelly Pearson tions may actually be getting Harriss said. more with their jazz band. The largest drops in funding 
Staff Writer more than expected." proposed for 1983-84 came from 
Harriss reported a feeling of K U M D attributed its need to a Kirby Student Center (including 
T h e Student Service Fee Advisory Harriss also said the Student unease from some of the students decrease in other sources of c a p i t a l i m p r o v e m e n t ) . 
Committee gathered last week to Service Fee is subject to change on the committee toward the ' income. They have a grant from Recreational Sports, the Health 
review final requests concerning depending on enrollment. ^ proposal. Public Radio and claim the funds Service and the Chi ld Care 
1983-84 student service fee fund are needed to maintain it. Center. 
allocations. " I f enrollment holds constant the • , • r c a - . u u . In trying to ease out, the child 
fee w i l l probably drop. If A l l potential units for Student T h e theatre department is ^^^^ services has accomplished 
The committee is a joint staff of enrollment drops the fee could Service Fee support must meet set seeking,,the difference between ^^^^ they had intended to last 
the U M D Student Association rise as much as six or seven guidelines including availability the 25-cent per person increase it therefore wi l l not need 
and the p r o v o s t ' s o f f i ce , percent," Harriss said. of the activity to a l l students. requested last year and the 5-cent nearly as much support as last 
comprised of eight students and Supported activities must be per person increase it received, 
four faculty memlrers. The only new unit to request extra-curricular and non-credit. 
Student Service Fee funding this Har r i s s cal led this "shaky The Health Service predicts a 
Commi t t ee c h a i r m a n Don year was the administration. T h i s Some of the most significant reasoning" and said because the d rop i n e n r o l l m e n t a n d , 
Harriss reported that although request is a "one-time," $125,000, budget requests came from the theatre department has been therefore, a drop in service and 
many units are holding constant to be matched by the school. The theatre and music departments, running a deficit they must learn staff cosU. 
in their requests compared to last funds w i l l be used to purchase K U M D — F M , and intercollegiate to "budget more conservatively." 
year, this may be misleading. microcomputers for lab use. athletics; each requesting nearly The committee w i l l review all 
$5,000 in increased funding. In te rco l l eg ia te a th le t ics is proposals and send them to the 
" T h e amount of the request is "They are only asking for one ' predicting a $500,000 increase in Student Association and the 
based on estimated enrollment," year of support by the Student According to Harriss, the mujic payroll, together with increases provost for discussion. After 
said H a r r i s s . " B e c a u s e it Service Fee which w i l l be department is planning to buy i n t r a v e l , s u p p l i e s a n d differences have been resolved the 
(enrollment) has been climbing matched by the university to some new instruments, repair equipment, insurance, medical, proposals w i l l be sent to the 
over predictions, the organiza- purchase these computers ," and maintain old ones, and travel band, and cheerleader costs. Board of Regents to be finalized. 
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Congress approves rep, budget director 
B y Scott Schmidt 
News Editor 
T h e U M D Student Association 
Congress approved the appoint-
ment of T o m Anderson as U M D 
representative to the University of 
Minnesota Board of Regents last 
Tuesday. 
Anderson, a junior accounting 
major, graduated in 1979 from 
Duluth East High School. 
Anderson's appointment came 
after long discussion by Congress 
members. Vincent O ' B r i e n , 
r e p r e s e n t a t i v e at l a r g e , 
questioned an incident that 
occurred earlier this month in the 
T w i n Cities while Anderson was 
being indoctr inated to the 
proceedings of the Board of 
Regents. I've heard a number of 
rumors, said O'Brien, about 
Anderson having his girl friend 
in a Student Association rented 
hotel room. 
"My girl friend came over from 
about nine (p.m.) to 12 (a.m.)," 
said Anderson. "She did not stay 
over night." 
It was alleged by O'Brien that 
Anderson had told Er ic Ahlgren, 
who was approved Tuesday as 
Anderson's alternate, to leave the 
hotel room. Anderson and 
Ahlgren denied the accusation. 
" I ' m glad that he had a good 
time...that his girl friend came 
over," said O'Brien. " I ' m just 
wondering if additional funds 
had to be used, to buy another 
hotel room." 
Anthony Kinkel , former regent's 
representative, was not happy 
with a public discussion of the 
hotel incident. 
"1 think it's a cheap shot to bring 
up Tom's personal life," Kinkel 
said. 
T h e C o n g r e s s a p p r o v e d 
Anderson and Ahlgren by secret 
ballot. 
In other matters, Congress 
approved Barb Newman as SA 
Budget Director. Newman, a 
senior accounting major, has a 
degree in sociology and has 
worked for 10 years at a Duluth 
bank. 
Newman had looked over the SA 
books, and was asked of her 
i m p r e s s i o n by C o n g r e s s 
members. 
" I think they (SA) spent a lot of 
money on things they didn't 
need," Newman said. 
Phoio/Stev« Day 
Tamela Mathiesen, a CLS freshman, checks the 
computer print-out for course closings In the 
administration building. 
Property theft is most common campus crime 
UMD Crime Statistics for 1981 and 1982 
Crimes 1982 1981 
Reported Crimes 879 828 
Assault 8 4 
Sexual Assault 3 1 
Sex Offenses 2 0 
Obscene Ptione Calls 1 10 
Prowlers 6 15 
Disorderly Conduct 34 46 
Trespassing 16 NS 
Misuse of Identification 13 NS 
Vandalism to Personal Property 18 23 
Vandalism to UMD Property 34 47 
Security Alarms 17 8 
Fire Alarms 38 46 
Bad Cttecks Collected 180 186 
Dollar Amount of Cttecks $13,453 NS 
Domestic Complaints 2 2 
Complaints about Juveniles 15 8 
Lost/Found Property 24 20 
Lost/Found Property Recovered 11 11 
Burglary of UMD Property $63 $821 
Burglary of Personal Property $830 $2,176 
Ttieft Complaints 271 236 
Theft from Auto (54) $9,711 (39) $5,398 
Parking Permit Complaints 71 36 
Stolen Personal Property (10) $18,786 (99) $10,315 
Theft from UMD (45) $12,788 (61) $8,725 
Traffic Arrests- 10 3 
Auto Accidents 62 43 
Hit and Run 27 15 
Property Damage 33 21 
Personal Injury 2 7 
Unclassified/Unusual Incidents 17 60 
NS - No statistics taken for that category 
Illustration Scott Sdimldt 
B y Rose Viergutz 
Staff Writer 
In a study of 1980-1982 crime 
records, U M D student Debbie 
B e r g b r o u g h t ou t some 
interesting points about crime at 
UMD. T h i s report proved to be a 
great aid for the anticipation and 
prevention of crime on campus. 
Police now have some idea of 
when and where to expect crime, 
which, of course, wi l l help them 
to combat it. 
Theft of personal property was 
discovered to be the most 
common crime on campus. T h i s 
was followed by disorderly 
conduct, unclassified crimes, 
lurking, and theft of parking 
permits. Theft is likely to occur 
because of the large number of 
people living in such a small 
area. 
T h e months with the highest 
frequency of crime were May and 
October. These were followed by 
Apri l , March, September and 
January. A high frequency of 
crime at certain times could be 
attributed to "spring fever," the 
September " f r e shman syn-
d r o m e j ' and the agitation 
apparent after breaks. 
Friday was the top day for crime, 
followed by Saturday, Thursday, 
and Wednesday. These days 
would be expected to_ be more 
crime-filled because of weekend 
and Wednesday night parties. 
Incidentally, Wednesday night 
after midnight is considered 
Thursday morning for the 
records. 
Most crimes on campus are 
committed between 10 p.m. and 
midnight; following were 8 p.m. 
to 10 p.m. and noon to 2 p.m. 
T h e highest percentage of crimes 
were committed in the Physical 
E d u c a t i o n B u i l d i n g ( f o r 
example, locker theft), followed 
by Griggs Hal l , Lake Superior 
Hal l , Kirby Student Center and 
Burntside hall. 
With this information, Captain 
Harry Michalicek of the U M D 
Campus Police knows when and 
where to have the largest number 
of patrolmen on duty. These 
p a t r o l m e n , h i r e d by the 
university, are not under the 
authority of the Duluth Police 
Force. 
One thing which makes the job of 
the Campus Police easier is that 
the officers work closely with 
housing security. Housing may 
notify police of problems such a 
loud parties which cannot be 
controlled. In addition, the 
officers aid housing security by 
patrolling dorm areas on high 
potential crime nighrs; for 
example, a night when the 
B u l l d o g s are hos t ing the 
Minnesota Gophers. 
There are usually two men per 
shift; one outside and one inside. 
However, because of a budget 
cutback, four officers were laid off 
during the summer of 1982. T h i s 
cut the squad in half, which 
meant for the months of Ju ly and 
August there were frequently 
hours of no coverage. 
Because of its isolated location, 
police consider U M D a relatively 
safe and comfortable college 
compared to, for example, the 
Minneapolis campus. T h i s is not 
to say people should not be 
c a u t i o u s M i c h a l i c e k s a i d . 
Students should be more aware of 
where they leave personal 
belongings, they should be sure 
to lock their cars, and above al l , 
should avoid being alone in 
isolated areas of the campus. 
U T U 
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BUSINESS 
Company confronts engineering shortage 
M I N N E A P O L I S - C o n t r o l Data 
w i l l begin a new cooperative 
engineering education project 
that w i l l include business and 
industry, educational institu-
tions, government and private 
citizens. 
As part of the three-phase 
program, the company wi l l 
provide its P L A T O computer-
based pre-engineering courses 
and Control Data 110 microcom-
puters to 110 colleges and 
universities nationwide. 
" T h i s program is part of Control 
Data's efforts to alleviate a severe 
crisis in education today-the 
shortage of engineers in the 
United States," said Thomas W. 
Miller, vice president of Business 
Development. 
Colleges and universities selected 
for the p rogram w i l l be 
a n n o u n c e d i n J u l y w i t h 
installation completed later in 
the year. 
In phase one, Control Data w i l l 
provide a Control Data 110 
microcomputer and a numbe rof 
P L A T O computer-based math 
and science courses to colleges 
and universities. After receiving 
the materials to become familiar 
with the technology, they w i l l 
submit proposals for the second 
phase, sucti as suggestions for 
i n t e g r a t i n g the P L A T O 
technology into the post-
secondary environment, for 
developing other computer-based 
education courses and for on-
going technology transfer to high 
school and the community in 
general. , 
T h e final phase w i l l involve 
c o m m u n i t y o r g a n i z a t i o n s , 
businesses and government in a 
cooperative effort to provide 
match ing funds to further 
expand the program. 
Control Data wi l l be awarding 
over $6 mill ion in courseware, 
equipment and computer services 
through the first two phases. 
T h e Lower Division Engineer i«g 
Curriculum, a P L A T O com-
puter-based courseware product, 
wi l l provide freshman and 
sophomore level pre-engineerine 
students with a variety of 
required courses. 
Alarm about the shortage of 
engineers has been sounded by 
many industry organizations and 
businesses. According to an 
American Electronics Associ-
ation ( A E A ) report, there are 
more students interested in 
engineering education than there 
are faculty to handle them. The 
A E A has been a strong supporter 
of using technology to combat 
these problems. 
"There's no longer a question 
whether the shortage of engineers 
in the United States is a crisis," 
said Miller. "As a company with 
A Student works out at a computer terminal. 
roots in both technology and 
education, we feel a need to help 
spur an increase in the number of 
qualified engineers produced by 
our nation's schools. I n 1985 U.S. 
colleges wi l l graduate 15,000 new 
electrical and computer engineers 
for a market tfiat wi l l need 
51,000." 
Miller noted that computer-based 
education streamlines workload 
for faculty members currently 
assigned to teaching basic courses 
and makes them available for 
student consultation, research 
and teaching advanced classes. 
Control Data Chair Wil l iam C. 
Norr is said, " I urge that 
e n g i n e e r i n g e d u c a t i o n a l 
institutions, industry and other 
sectors reach out into the 
community in cooperative ways 
to harness the power of 
technology to improve the 
quality of l iving." 
IT'S THAT TIME OF 
A O A i x . T H E XJMD STATESMAN 
I S NOW TAKING APPLICATIONS 
F O R T H E P O S I T I O N S O F 
EHITOR-IN-CHIEF ANH BUSI-
NESS MANAGER FOR 1983-84. 
I F YOU F E E L THAT YOU A R E 
T H E PERSON FOR ONE OF 
T H E S E POSITIONS, STOP IN 
K I R B Y 118 FOR AN APPLICA-
TION AND FOR MORE INFORM-
ATION. 
" T h e U M D S t a t e s m a n 
I S A N E Q T I A L O P P O R T T T N I T Y -
A F F I R M A T I V E A C T I O N 
E M P L O Y E R . " 
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Salaries not attracting quality faculty 
( U N S ) - I f salary patterns and 
funding cuts in education 
continue, thie nation's ' univer-
sities may Ire facing a severe brain 
dra in in the next decade, 
President C. Peter Magrath of the 
University of Minnesota told the 
Minnesota House Appropri-
ations Committee last Wednes-
day. 
Universities have "never attracted 
and held good faculty because of 
salaries alone," Magrath sa id-
people work at universities 
because they like the work and 
believe in it-hut the growing 
difference between academic 
.salaries and salaries in the private 
sector is driving some productive 
and promising faculty members 
into other employment. 
R e c e n t budget cu t s have 
compounded the problem at the 
University of Minnesota by 
making work loads heavier and 
w o r k i n g c o n d i t i o n s less 
attractive, he said. I n his 
testimony in the opening round 
of budget discussions for 1983-85, 
Magrath summarized the impact 
on the university of budget cuts of 
the last 20 months. 
'•'Assuming no further budgetary 
disasters, the university wi l l 
finish the 1981-83 biennium with 
something like $54 million less 
than we thought we had at the 
start of this biennium," he said. 
One measure of the cuts has been 
the reduction in staff members. 
Magrath said a comparison of the 
payroll in November 1982 with 
the payroll a year earlier shows a 
loss of 1,145 positions-914 civil 
service positions, 410 of which 
were actual layoffs, and 231 
academic posit ions, mostly 
quarterly appointments that were 
not renewed. More ptositions wi l l 
be lost by the end of the 
biennium, he said. 
Questions and comments from 
legislators reflected concern from 
the continued quality of the 
university and praise for the 
p l a n n i n g process that has 
enabled the university to survive 
retrenchment as well as it has. 
" T h e university has done a very 
admirable job of retrenching and 
putting its priorities in order," 
said Rep. Douglas Carlson, I R -
Sandstone. 
T h e university is proposing 
increased funding of $92 million 
from the Legislature for 1983-85. 
T h e request is presented in three 
segments: $42.7 million for 
faculty salary increases, $28.8 
mill ion in money needed to stay 
even with inflation and projected 
increases in fuel and utility costs 
and $20.8 mill ion for program 
improvements or expansions. 
T h e $42.7 mill ion for faculty 
salary increases would provide 
increases of 8 percent in 1983-84 
and 9 percent in 1984-85. Faculty 
members suffered a 20 percent 
loss in purchasing power in the 
1970s, Magrath said, and the 
request for salary increase money 
is the university's first priority. 
T h e faculty salary problem is a 
n9tional one, he said, citing an ' 
article in the January 1983 issue 
of Harper's that listed changes in 
real income for about 30 
categories of personnel in the 
1970s. Changes ranged from an 
increase of 29 percent to a 
decrease of 12.6 percent-"and 
then down at the very txrttom of 
the list, college professors with a 
minus 21 percent," Magrath said. 
"College faculty are losing 
jjround to other occupations." 
Faculty members in engineering 
nOiW earn about 60 percent of 
w'hat they could earn in the 
private sector, he said, and it is 
','small wonder that there are 
how something like 2,500 open 
teaching positions in American 
engineering schools." 
Rep. Richard Cohen, DFL-S t . 
Paul, asked if the increase the 
university was requesting would 
be large enough to address the 
problem. Magrath said a much 
larger request could be justified, 
but it would not be realistic in 
light of the state's financial 
problems. In response to a 
question from another legislator, 
Magrath said the starting salary 
of an assistant professor in the 
humanities is now afxrut $16,000. 
In recognition of the state's fiscal 
troubles, Magrath said, the 
money requested for program 
expansion or improvement-
$20.8 mi l l ion- is "the smallest 
increase requested in recent 
memory." Every item in the 
.request is one that emerged from 
ithe university's planning process 
as very high priority, he said. " I 
can assure you that many more 
colleges and departments wanted 
to request increases, but we 
deliberately held the line in view 
of the fiscal problems of the 
state." 
Even much of the money in this 
category would essentially be 
s tandst i l l money, he said. 
" E q u i p m e n t r e p l a c e m e n t , 
facilities remodeling and library 
acquisitions, for example, are 
a i m e d more at r e p a i r i n g 
problems of the past than 
expanding something in the 
future." 
Magrath said the university's 
requests are not demands but 
proposals. "We are saying to you 
and to the governor that these are 
things we can do that make sense 
in our planning and that make 
sense to Minnesota's current 
economic situation." 
T h e university has always been 
vital to the health of the state, 
Magrath said, and "given the 
Magrath to 6A 
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DAYTONA LAND PACKAGE 
includes Hotel, you provide transportation 
...only $ 9 9 . 0 0 
DAYTONA MOTORCOACH 
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" M o r n i n g E d i t i o n " 
i s v e r y i m p o r t a n t t o u s . . . 
w e a p p r e c i a t e t h i s f f 
w i n d o w o n t h e w o r l d . 
Jackie Royce 
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k u m d 1 0 3 
Heart Healthy R e c i p e 
APPLE MUFFINS 
/ 
6 tablespoons oil 
Va cup sugar 
1 egg (or 2 egg whites or egg 
substitute equivalent to 1 egg) 
V/2 cups skim milk 
1 cup whole wheat flour 
1 cup buckwheat flour 
% teaspoon salt 
4 teaspoons baking powder 
% teaspoon cinnamon 
VA teaspoon nutmeg 
1 large apple, chopped 
Stir together oil, sugar, egg 
and milk. 
Mix together the dry ingredients. 
Add liquid mixture to dry ingre-
dients, stirring only enough to 
moisten the flour, then add the 
chopped apple. 
Dip the batter into oiled 2 * ^ i c h 
muffin tins, filling each cup % full. 
Bake at 400°F for 20-25 minutes. 
Yield: 18 2^2 inch muffins 
Approx. cal/serv.: 115 •' 
A m e r i c a n H e a r t 
• A s s o c i a t i o n 
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Union from 1A 
A F S C M E . " B a s e d on the 
evaluation," said Seide, "we w i l l 
continue." Seventy cards have 
been signed by workers at U M D 
said Seide, and " I ' m not 
disappointed in the time frame 
(in the numtter of cards signed) so 
far." 
Unt i l the evaluation, A F S C M E 
was concentrating on establish-
ing the need of a union for 
clerical workers on the U M D 
campus. "The need of a union 
has been established," said Seide. 
Now A F S C M E wi l l concentrate 
on more local activity. 
"We would like to get more 
activity at the local level," said 
Seide. "The workers now have 
questions that affect them 
particularly." 
Some of the adjustments after the 
evaluation w i l l come in the form 
of mailing. Before the evaluation, 
information on the union was 
channeled out of A F S C M E 
directly. "Mai l w i l l be generated 
in the grass root area-localized 
activity," said Seide. 
"Problems are being localized," 
said Seide, "to a one-to-one 
organizing effort." 
Petition from 1A 
Pearson doesn't want that. 
"We're not represented, so we're 
getting hurt," said Pearson. 
"We're basically tied to what 
Minneapolis does." Of the 2,700 
clerical workers in the university 
system, only 200 are at UMD, 
said Pearson. 
Pearson has a positive attitude 
toward support of the legislation 
from U M D clerical workers. "My 
senses are that we wi l l find 
support," said Pearson. 
On the other hand, Adele Krusz, a 
librarian assistant and head of the 
organizing drive for A F S C M E at 
U M D said the legislation has 
little chance of passing. " I don't 
think there's much chance in it 
(the legislation) being passed," 
said Krusz. 
I f the l eg i s l a t i on passed, 
A F S C M E would not necessarily 
be representing the clerical 
workers, according to Krusz. "At 
that point (authorization) cards 
would have to be signed and it 
would take a lot longer (to 
unionize)," said Krusz. Currently 
30 percent of the clerical workers 
at U M D have signed authoriza-
tion cards. Only 30 percent is 
needed for A F S C M E to file for an 
election-where clerical workers 
would be allowed to vote for 
unionization. 
" I f it (the legislation) ever is to go 
through, it wi l l go through this 
time," said Pearson. '.'It's a litth 
early in the (legislative) session-
it would depend on how much 
the university wi l l fight it ." 
Eliot Seide, international area 
A F S C M E director for Minnesota, 
and North and South Dakota said 
it's a "non issue at this point." 
" I don't believe it's an issue in the 
legislature at this point," said 
Seide. "The legislature has made 
no amendment to amend 
P E L R A . " 
Seide also said that the revising of 
P E L R A to allow U M D to 
organize separately would not be 
in the best interest of clerical 
workers at the campus. "They 
( U M D clerical workers) need a 
structure where they can meet 
their needs and still have the 
bargaining power (of the whole 
university system)." 
"It makes more sense to go with 
the whole group," said Seide. "1 
don't think it's the best way to 
go." 
Last Valentine's Day 
Mary had a 
hole in her heart. 
Mary is just one of 25,000 children born 
each year with heart defects, but open 
heart surgery has corrected the prob-
lem. And this Valentine's Day, for the 
first time in her life, she's going to be a-
normal kid. 
The American Heart Association is 
fighting to reduce early death and dis-
ability from heart disease and stroke with 
research, professional and public educa-
tion, and community service programs. 
But more needs to be done. 
You can help by making this Valen-
tine's Day "A Time To Remember." 
Send the Mary in your life a special 
occasion card from the American Heart 
- Association, listed in your telephone 
directory. 
American Heart 
Association 
WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE 
Pholo/Stw D»Y 
Brett Salo, a CLS freshman, catches the ball in a game of 
winter football. 
c A c a o u n p p X )p^"i 
Superior 
000 
GYROS BASKET SPECIAL 
BUY ONE GET ONE FREE 
WITH THIS AD 
^^^^^^^^ C3O5 
value 
.—.-..••.J..;..-
Not good for takeout orders 
This offer expires March 10 
r 
MAKE $1Z200 FOR 
COLLEGE WHILE YOU'RE 
GOING TO COLLEGE. 
Waivt a part-time joh that doesn't hurt your grades.' Or eampus 
life ' Oiee vour kval Army Resr-ree unit a weekend a month and a eouple 
of summers during eollege, ,inti they'll gi\-e you over $ 12.t.\X1 tor college 
Up to $4,000 111 college aid is yours just tor joining most units 
Another $6,000 tor tour ye.irs of monthly weekends and two-week sum-
mer stints. Plus over that you'll earn (.luring two summer train-
ing jsenods All while you're getting the most out of eollege And doing 
the most you can part-time tor your country 
You don't haw to wait tor eollege to join the Army Reserve, If you're 
17 or older and a junior or si-nior in high school, join us now' There's 
no better part-time job in town 
Interested ' For more information, call aiw iif the numbers listed 
below. Or stop by. /""^ 
ARMY RESERVE. 
BEAUYOUCANBE. 
C A L L S G T C H U C K Z I E G L E R ( 2 1 8 ) 7 2 2 - 7 8 3 2 
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Threat your Valentine 
to a UQ^ 'Burger! 
With all the money you save on dinner, 
you'll have plenty left to spring for 
candy and roses! 
M o n d a y after 5 p .m. , w i t h co l l ege I D . 
Mus t be 19. 
Heart attack or stroke oould 
knock you down on your way up. 
You're working for the challenge, 
the satisfaction, the success. The last 
thing you want is a heart attack or 
stroke. Yet, nearly one million 
Americans die of heart disease and 
stroke every year. And 200,000 of 
them die before retirement age. 
The American Heart Association 
is fighting to reduce early death 
and disability from heart disease 
and stroke with research, profes-
sional and public education, and 
community service programs. 
But more needs to be done. 
You can help us find the answers 
by sending your dollars today to 
your local Heart Association, listed 
in your telephone directory. 
American Heart 
'Asscx:iation 
WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE 
G o o d t i m e s o f f e r 
Fourteen oz. glass mug for sale. It's the two-fisted 
way to drink to good times and salute your great taste 
In drinks. Why not start a collection? Please send this 
coupon, along with a check or money order for $4.95 
per mug (no cash please) to: Seagram's 7 Crown Mug 
Offer, P.O. Box 1622, New York, N.Y. 10152 
Name. 
-iH=psr 
Address. 
City. .State. -Zip-
.Amount enclosed $_ Specify quantity 
Offer expires January 31,1984, No purcfiase necessary. 
New York residents add 8,25% sales tax 
Please allow 4 to 6 weeks tor shipment. 
UMNC14 
Seagram s^ 
© 1982 SEAGRAM DBTIUERS CO,, N,Y,C, AMERICAN WHISREY-A BLEND, 80 PROOf. "Seven-Up" and "7UP" are tradematks of tlie Seven-Up Company. 
Magrath from 4A 
d i r e c t i o n s that we k n o w 
economic development wi l l have 
to lake in this state, the university 
wi l l be more important than ever 
before." For one thing, he said, 
"the University of Minnesota is, 
one key reason we can even talk 
about a high technology future 
for this state." 
R e p . J a m e s R i c e , D F L - : 
M i n n e a p o l i s , cha i r of the 
Appropriations Committee, saicf 
he hopes that, wi l l all the talk of 
high technology, the humanities 
wi l l not be forgotten. 
Magrath said thai in a time when 
people are out of work it is easier 
to talk about programs with a 
clear economic payoff, but 
support for the humani ties and th 
arts must also be maintained or 
Minnesotans w i l l "sell ourselves 
short as a state." 
P e o p l e 
o f o R o g e s c H e o f 
h e a r t d i s e a s e 
c H i d s t r o k e . 
G i v e t h e g i f t 
o f l o v e . 
A m e r i c a n Hear t 
' A s s o c i a t i o n 
WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE 
ONE WASHINGTON AVE. DLM 
726-0987 
IMPORTED 
C A R REPAIR 
We're Back in Business 
-NewLocation j . / v 
Scon l^ff 
Harrison Hofslund 
THE W A R E H O U S E 
408 South 1st Avenue East 
By the Aerial Bridge 723-8280 
TONIGHT 
Drawing for a free 
spring break vacation 
T u e s . - T h u r s . H a p p y H o u r 4 : 0 0 - 7 : 3 0 
W e d . N E W 2 f o r 1 s p e c i a l 
V a l e n t i n e ' s D a y Bring your valentine down for 
a special Valentine's Day drink 
Tonight 
Re-opening 
of the 
Scoreboard 
511 E. 4ttl ST.. 722-9139 - OPENS 4:00 pm < 
WHEIIE EVERT NITE IS C0LLE6E NITEi 
l o c a t e d upstairs of ttie Filling Station! 
Special — 2 for 1 for the ladies, 
8:00-11:00 p.m, 
F r i . & S a t . - P i t c h e r s p e c i a l s 
O p e n T u e s . - S a t . , 8 : 0 0 a . m . - 1:00 a . m . 
Weekly Specials 
Tues. Night - Margarita Specials 
Wed. Night - Ladies 2 for 1, 8:00-11:00 
Thurs. Night - Long Island Tea Special 
FREE PEANUTS POOL, VIDEO & MUSIC 
Sagle 
Codge 
Gmfl'mt 
GrmdMarais, MA-
Dear UMD Students and Staff, 
With the end of the quarter upon us, 
we can now look forward to spring 
break and a week or weekend of fun 
and relaxation. 
Golden Eagle Lodge is just the place 
to escape to for your break from 
classes. We have over 35 miles of 
groomed cross-country ski trails. We 
also have hiking and snowshoeing 
trails and a hockey/broomball rink 
with lights. 
Golden Eagle Lodge understands the 
financial pressures of school, so we 
have special group rates and mid-
week discounts. 
How about a Minnesota tan this 
spring!? 
For more information, call: Patrick 
Baumann, 728-4504 or Golden.Eagle 
Lodge, 388-2203. 
We will be happy to send you a 
brochure or talk with you about your 
vacation at Golden Eagle Lodge. 
Sincerely yours, 
Patrick Baumann 
Golden Eagle Lodge 
HAIR DESIGNERS 
K E N W O O D S H O P P I N G C E N T E R 
r O R M F P I Y TOWN & C O U N T Y B E A U T Y S A L O N ) 
Marlene Cooke, Pat Mondeau, Colleen Landman, Ram Ledbetter, 
Terri Thomas, Toddie Nelson, Donna Ktipela, Tracey Anderson. 
C o n t r a r y to rumor . . .Pa t , T e r r i a n d T o d d i e a re a l ive a n d 
w e l l a n d w o r k i n g at " C L A S S A C T ! " 
Featuring professionally prescribed services and hair 
care products for both men and women. 
724-8509 9-5 MOM.-SAT. EVES. BY APPT. 
. SR. CITIZEN DISCOUNT MON. AND TUES. A 
SPORTS 
and 
sponsor 
a racquetball clinic 
Wed., February 16 
7:30-9:30 p.m. 
attheYMCA 302 W. 1st St. 
C j o m e ^ 
n e r e f c r 
- y c u r 
b e e r 
•Low Discount 
Prices 
•We carry 
kegs 
•Watch far 
our weekly 
specials 
•Fine selectlan of 
Wines and Liquors 
2416 London Rd. 
724-8818 
LAKE AIREKe 
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EDITORIAL 
Definite conflict 
A resolution was approved by the Student Concerns Committee of 
the Student Association (SA) Congress at the congressional 
meeting earlier this week. 
The two-fold resolution involved the Minnesota Public Interest 
Research Group at UMD. Every two years, MFIRG is reviewed by 
"the congress to find if support does exist on campus for MPIRG to 
remain at UMD. First, a measure was brought forward to 
recommend an increase of MPIRG's Student Service Fee from 
$1.50 to $2 per quarter. Second, the question was asked if the 
congress does support MPIRG. 
On the surface, the approval of the resolution seems to be 
legitimate, but a look below the surface reveals a conflict. The 
Student Concerns Committee consists of five members from SA 
Congress, however, a deeper look finds that two of the five 
members are from MPIRG. 
One MPIRG member and committee member Kurt Witzig, is the 
chairman of the local MPIRG chapter on the UMD campus. Witzig, a 
CLS senator, is also the person who spearheaded the review and 
spoke in the committee's behalf at the meeting. When it came time 
to vote, Witzig refrained from voting-which was a good decision. 
However, his position on the committee and on SA Congress, 
poses a definite conflict of interest. 
And so does the involvement of another MPIRG member, Sarah 
Rasmussen, an at-Iarge representative on the congress. She, along 
with Witzig, is a member of the Student Concems Committee. 
However, unlike Witzig, Rasmussen voted on the resolution 
concerning MPIRG. A move like this can only help MPIRG's 
support-especially when the deck is stacked in its favor. 
We call for the registration of Witzig and Rasmussen from their 
positions on SA Congress. As long as they are involved in MPIRG-
and congress-a definite conflict of interest exists. 
Student victory 
In the seemingly never-ending saga of budget cuts, reduced 
services, and diminishing quality of education, the college student 
has borne the brunt of the burden. However, last week students at 
UMD scored a victory. 
UMD library Director Donald Pearce announced that on Januafy 
31 the library would close its doors two hours eaily in an effort to 
save $1,500 fi-om a dwindling budget. The logic in his decision was 
poor and brings into question the judgment of the few who make • 
decisions about where the student's tuition is spent-and not spent-
in this time of economic insecurity. 
Pearce, given a short period of time in which to decide, used poor 
judgment in choosing to dose the library as a means of saving 
money. Pearce had other alternatives-that while not favorable-
were more reasonable than slamming the door on UMD's 
students. Pearce was also unreasonable in his justification of the 
dosing. 
First, Pearce said that "based on personal observation" the hours 
between 9 p.m. and 11 p.m. were the least used by students. 
Pearce, however, offered no fads or figures, calling his reasoning 
into question. 
Secondly, Pearce stated that "UMD is known as a party school." 
This statement not only has no relevance to the matter at hand but 
also serves to hurt the image of Pearce and the UMD library. 
Finally, the library closing would have saved only $1,500 of a total 
cutback of $27,000. The educational opportunities that Pearce was 
willing to trade for a fraction of the budget again shows a lack of 
concem for the welfare of the students which the library serves. 
Now,ihe students' victory. 
UMD students, protesting the early closing, banded together in a 
rare demonstration of student unity and the efforts of those 
students caused a change. The library has resumed its original 
hours. The student protest is a great tribute to the dying prindple of 
fighting for a cause. 
The student protesters handled themselves peacefully, and were 
straightforward and reasonable in their demands. 
We feel that the students should be commended for their efforts, 
and we would also encourage Pearce and UMD administrators to 
employ more discretion when-and if-the next round of budget 
retrenchments come. 
SUitc4.m€utr 
LETTERS 
A n y o n e i s w e l c o m e to w r i t e 
let ters to the e d i t o r ~ i f a few 
g u i d e l i n e s a r e f o l l o w e d . 
L e t t e r s t i iust be r e c e i v e d by the 
S t a t e s m a n e d i t o r by 5 p . m . o n 
M o n d a y for T h u r s d a y p u b l i c a -
t i o n . 
L e t t e r s m u s t n o t be m o r e t h a n 300 
w o r d s a n d m u s t a l s o be t y p e d . 
A b s o l u t e l y n o h a n d w r i t t e n c o p y 
w i l l be a c c e p t e d . 
' G r a m m a r a n d p u n c t u a t i o n w i l l 
be c o r r e c t e d . 
S t r a p p e d f u n d s 
T o the Editor: 
I note in your last issue that a 
course in the Beatles is to be 
offered next quarter. I have no 
doubt that more students w i l l be 
registering for it than would 
register for a course in Beethoven, 
Brahms, or Mozart. 
The university is now so strapped 
for funds that when we offer one 
course we must drop another. 
There is far too little money to 
make possible offering many of 
the needed courses in Freshman 
Composition. So one can only 
conclude that writing well is 
deemed less important than 
studying Ringo Starr. 
Onward and upward, UMD, to 
even greater heights! Let's bring 
honor and glory to the campus by 
becoming the most renowned 
center for Beatle study in the 
hemisphere! B.S. in Beatle Study. 
A new degree: B.S.B.S.—Wendell 
Glick, Prof. English, UMD 
I n t e r e s t f r e e 
Editor: 
"Beginning in 1983, a new law 
requires withholding 10% of the 
taxable interest and dividends 
you receive from savings and 
loans, banks, credit unions, 
money market and other mutual 
funds, corporate stocks and bonds 
and governments obligations 
(including " F " bonds). 
"There wi l l also he withholding 
from pension, profit sharing, 
annuity contracts, other deferred 
c o m p e n s a t i o n p l a n s , and 
Individual Retirement Account 
disbursements (unless you take 
the time to request otherwise). 
" I n effect, this law gives the 
federal government an interest-
free loan with your money." 
The above statements are from a 
notice I just received from my 
hank. 
I don't want the Feds dipping 
into what l i t t le savings 1 
accumulate in a year, and I hope 
others feels the same. If you don't 
want this to happen to you, I urge 
you to check with your hank for 
further details and write to 
Representative James Oherstar 
and U . S . Sena to r s R u d y 
Boschwitz and David Durenherg-
If this law doesn't affect you now, 
it w i l l in the future. Please take a 
little time and let the lawmakers 
know you opptose this legislation. 
—Rick Falrchlld, University 
employee 
P u r e e m o t i o n 
Dear Editor, 
Your editorial on the new N C A A 
rules of eligibility requirements 
of athletes was based purely on 
emotion, not logic. First the 
people who wi l l he discriminated 
against the most wi l l he whites. 
Ninety-two percent of all athletes 
that rece ive s c h o l a r s h i p s 
are white. Second, for the first 
time, the S A T hoard reluctantly 
published scores by race, and 
blacks scored the lowesf of the six 
races (1 . whites, 2. Asian Pacific 
Americans, 3. American Indians, 
4. Mexican Americans, 5. Main-
l a n d P u e r t o R i c a n s , a n d 
6. blacks). When scores were 
based on family earnings of 
$6,000 or less, which is considered 
poverty level, blacks still scored 
about 100 points less on both the 
verbal and math compared to 
whites. It seems your logic of 
lower scores based on a fjerson's 
depressed socio-economic level 
does not hold up. I think other 
f ac to r s l i k e i n t e l l i g e n c e , 
motivation, ambition and effort 
spent on studies influence the 
great discrepancy in scores. 
W h e r e are the e d i t o r i a l s 
condemning blacks that turn 
hardship in haskethall and go on 
to earn millions of dollars hut 
don't pay hack the .scholarship 
money they have used up. Some 
poor kid who is prolrahly smarter 
is dened access lo the university 
because of a lack of athletic 
ability. A university is for 
academics, not lor give free rides 
based on athletic ability alone. 
Actually, these rules wi l l help the 
blacks in the long run because 
they'll come to college not only 
athletically prepared hut also 
academically prepared. T h i s wi l l 
increase their chance of getting a 
degree. —Sincerely, George 
Grafakos, S B E 
A b o l i s h t e n u r e 
Editor: 
With the state budget problems 
causing severe difficulties for the 
University of Minnesota, it seems 
to me that we have reached the 
point where faculty tenure ought 
to he abolished. We can no longer 
afford the luxury, if we ever 
could, of having the university's 
budget burdened with inadequ-
ate faculty. Without tenure, it 
would also he possible to release 
faculty so that money could he 
transferred to departments that 
might have a desperate need. On 
our campus the library must have 
more money. 
T h e principal reason that tenure 
came into existence was to protect 
the a c a d e m i c freedom of 
individual faculty members. It 
was, in short, a necessary 
guarantee lo prevent administra-
tors and p o l i t i c i a n s from 
harassing professors over jxrints 
of v iew expressed i n the 
classroom. For the most part, this 
academic freedom can now he 
protected through other means. 
I recommend that after a three 
year prohationar- period for al l 
new instructors, contracts should 
he awarded for seven years. At the 
end of each seven years a panel of 
administrators and peers would 
Letters to 9A 
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OPINION 
Gun control arguments just don't cut it 
B y T o m Burke 
T h e Second Amendment to the 
United States Constitution 
guarantees the right of the 
people to keep and bear arms. 
Recently, this right has been 
called into question by 
advocates of gun control. 
Claiming majority support for 
their position, these supporters 
of still more control over the 
lives of law-abiding citizens 
have many arguments which 
sound good on the surface, but 
cannot withstand the test of hard 
scrutiny. Here are just a few: 
•"Thousands of lives wi l l be 
saved by banning or restricting 
gun ownership, especially 
handgun ownership." An 
estimated 10,000 people w i l l he 
killed by handguns and another 
6,000 by other guns this year, 
which is an unfortunate fact of 
life. Nonetheless, auto accidents 
w i l l probably k i l l 35,000-45,000, 
and there is no crusade to 
abolish the automobile. That 
some people use guns 
negligently or criminally is no 
reason to deny them to law-
abiding citizens. 
B y Dan Las s 
When M P I R G ' s Board of 
Directors unanimously voted to 
challenge the so-called Solomon 
Amendment, which links draft 
registration and financial aid, 
they elected to fight not only 
against discrimination on the 
basis of age, sex and wealth, hut 
also the misinformation that 
always accompanies a 
controversial issue. T h i s type of 
misinformation is typified in 
the opinion article by Walt 
Fitzmaurice which appeared in 
the S T A T E S M A N of 1/27/83. 
Mr. Fitzmaurice's article can 
best he classified as uninformed 
misinformation and at worst as 
an intentional effort to mislead 
students into believing things 
which simply aren't true. 
Mr. Fitzmaurice first alleges 
that M P I R G fails to represent 
students in the state of 
Minnesota. T h i s allegation flies 
in the face of the fact that 
M P I R G represents over 42,000 
fee-paying students on 10 
campuses throughout the state. 
These students are represented 
on local hoards at each campus 
and on the state hoard which is 
made up of students from each 
campus. T h i s state hoard of 
directors voted unanimously to 
undertake the challenge to the 
Solomon amendment. 
It is further asserted that 
M P I R G ' s lawsuit is merely an 
attempt to follow "hucksters" 
to hide behind the Gonstitution. 
• " W e only want limited 
measures like banning 
handguns and registering long 
guns." If I had a dollar for each 
"limited measure"-Social 
Security, food stamps, a 
"temporary" military draft, 
wage and price controls, e t c -
this government has enacted 
which led to further 
interference, I would make the 
Rockefellers look like a ghetto 
family. You can bet your last 
bullet that the gun control 
extremists w i l l not stop until 
all private ownership is ended. 
• "Why should law-abiding 
citizens, who have nothing to 
hide, object to registering their 
guns?" The "law-abiding 
citizens" argument sows the 
seeds of its own destruction. 
Law-abiding citizens, would, of 
course, register their guns if a 
law were enacted, hut criminals 
whom we are supposedly trying 
to control with registration,' 
would not. 
It is illegal for most private 
citizens to carry concealed 
weapons. Therefore, law-
abiding people don't carry 
them. But that doesn't mean 
there aren't thousands of 
Mr. Fitzmaurice seems to forget 
that the same rights that protect 
his so-called "hucksters" are the 
rights that protect us a l l . 
Obviously it i ^ difficult to 
believe that the Board of 
Regents of the University of 
Minnesota and the Board of 
Trustees of Macalester Gollege 
would decide to file a brief in 
support of M P I R G ' s lawsuit if 
"huckster hiding" is what was 
really at stake here. I n fact, the 
real issue at stake in this case 
involves the civil rights of all 
students and the rights of 
colleges and universities not to 
he blackmailed into compliance 
with laws that hear no 
relationship to their purpose of 
educating students. 
It's also rather interesting that 
the opinion article acknowled-
ged that this law is 
discriminatory hut finds that 
discrimination acceptable 
because financial aid is a "gift" 
and because that "gift" is 
distributed to poor and rich 
alike. Both of these conclusions 
are incorrect and misleading. 
Financial aid is not a "gift." It 
is comprised of money paid by 
all taxpayers and is distributed 
to needy students in accordance 
with the Higher Education Act. 
As for the conclusion that funds 
are given to rich people, the 
latest statistics available show 
that federal financial aid 
recipients have a median family 
income of about $9,000. Under 
current rules, financial need is a 
criterion for both eligibility and 
grant size. Guaranteed student 
criminals walking around with 
concealed weaptons. The same 
goes for brass knuckles, 
burglary tools, etc. G u n 
registration arid control law 
would really give criminals an 
advantage over non-criminals! 
•"Wasn't the Founding Fathers' 
intent in writing the Second 
Amendment to provide for a 
milit ia, and isn't it therefore 
outdated?" T h e "outdated" 
argument is a favorite of the 
American Givi l Liberties Union 
( A G L U ) , among others. Yes, 
part of the intent was provision 
and/or assurance of a state 
milit ia. Another part was to 
assure the legal availability of 
guns to hunters. But probably 
the most important intent grew 
from the memories of the 
Revolution, which could have 
never been won had England 
confiscated the colonists' 
muskets. The Founding Fathers 
learned that a well-armed 
populace was essential to 
liberty, and wanted to safe-
guard future generations with a 
last-resort defense from a 
tyrannical and overhearing 
government. I hope and pray 
this defense never has to he 
loans can he awarded to 
students with family incomes 
over $30,000 only if they can 
establish need arising from 
extenuating circumstances. The 
basic premise of financial aid, 
of course, is not just the money. 
It's the right to educate oneself 
and pursue the career of one's 
choice. 
The underlying implication of 
the opinion piece was that 
student should not challenge 
things which they believe are 
wrong with the system and that 
even if they should, they won't 
he heard. T h i s kind of "hahes 
in toyland" approach to 
students and their concerns is 
directly contradicted by students 
handing together in groups like 
M P I R G to make their voices 
and concerns heard, often with 
the aid of professionals, and 
effective change accomplished. 
Finally, Mr. Fitzmaurice 
concludes that M P I R G ' s 
lawsuit is overkill. It is indeed 
fascinating that the same term 
was applied by Sen. Dave 
Durenberger (R-Minn.) in 
describing the Solomon 
Amendment when Sen. 
Durenberger last week 
introduced legislation to repteal 
this law. The law simply goes 
too far in disregarding the 
coristitutional rights of students 
for the sake of the government's 
convenience in enforcing draft 
registration. 
Lau It a staff attorney for MPIRG. 
used, hut it is comforting to 
know that it exists. It is 
interesting to note that private 
firearms ownership is severely 
restricted in all Gommunist 
countries. The despots who rule 
those nations know all too well 
that an armed populace could 
at least stalemate and possibly 
overthrow their governments 
through guerilla warfare. 
Most gun control advocates are 
undoubtedly sincere people who 
want a reduction in crime and 
gun deaths. Vet many of them 
are woefully inconsistent. T h e 
American Givi l Liberties 
Union, for instance, poses as a 
staunch defender of the First, 
Fifth, and Fourteenth 
Amendments while seeking to 
abrogate the Second, going so 
far as to endorse a handgun 
ban. The A G L U also opposes 
longer sentences for gun-related 
crimes and related deterrant 
legislation. 
Outrageous and one-sided polls 
are also shown as "evidence" 
that a majority support control. 
One poll wording was "Would 
you support legislation 
designed to reduce handgun 
Letters from 8A 
decide, subject to al l due legal 
a s s u r a n c e s , w h e t h e r the 
professor's contract ought to he 
renewed for another seven years. 
What I would like to see happen 
now is for al l U M D faculty to 
start at zero; i.e., we would a l l , 
tenured and untenured, enter a 
three year probationary period 
beginning in 1983-84. Those who 
are judged to he doing good work 
at the end of that time would 
accidents and deaths?" Other 
"national" polls have been 
heavily stacked to favor the 
Northeast and West Goast 
responses, and were shaded 
away from the South and Rocky 
Mountain areas, where an 
overwhelming majority oppose 
gun control. 
T h e states of Nevada and New 
Hampshire had an excellent 
"put-up-or-shut-up" test on 
their ballots in the last election. 
T h e ballot proptositions in 
those states simply asked voters 
if they favored a retention of the 
constitutional right to keep and 
hear arms. It was endorsed by 
better than 2-to-l majorities in 
both states. Galifornia also 
rejected a handgun ban by a 62 
percent negative vote. I believe 
that, in 1984, Minnesota voters 
should also have the 
opportunity to vote on a .Second 
Amendment proposition like 
those in Nevada and New 
Hampshire. T h i s would 
certainly separate those who 
believe in the whole 
Gonstitution from those who 
favor a selective, reiativistic 
interpretation, and would serve 
to remind us how important 
our constitutional rights are. 
Burlce I * a CLS communication major. 
receive seven year contracts, and 
the rest would he dropped. 
Among the many benefits of this 
system is that it is less 
discriminatory where women and 
minorities are concerned. The 
last hired would not necessarilty 
he the first to he sacked. It also 
seems to me that students wi l l 
benefit from the better teaching 
that would almost surely result 
from such a procedure. R . K . 
Much, Department of History 
Misinformation fills air 
in MPIRG's fight against 
drafty financial aid issue 
Abortion: 
Think first, 
then decide 
In response to the article on abortion in the 
January 20th issue, I wrote the following 
poem which I would like to share with 
anyone who is thinking about what was 
written. 
B y Holly D. Walters 
what once was created is now undone, 
what once was found is lost, 
what once was loved by none hut God 
was, and is no more. 
the greed that robs, the hate that kills, 
the fear that steals from life al l joy; 
these are they that ruled my heart 
the day I killed my unborn hoy. 
a hardened heart, a conscience seared, ' 
a justified rationale of mind 
make it all too easy. 
1 chose my life over his. 
a sea of tears, rains of tears 
have fallen from these eyes, 
hut all the sorrow in this old heart 
cannot undo what has been done. 
Walters Is a CLS student. 
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ORANGE JUICE NO PURCHASE 
One stop shopping for everything you need! 
FEBRUARY'S VALENTINE VALUES 
1704 Woodland Ave. 
open 24 hours 
N E C E S S A R Y / V\,S 
2/98 
AAINUTEMAID FROZEN 
ORANGE JUICE 6 OZ; 
GRANDMA'S COOKIES 
FRUIT FILLED 12.5 OZ. 
All Flavors Reg. 1.59 
$129 
BAGGED COOKIES 
Flavors Reg. 1.99 
16 OZ. 
$1 59 
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VARIETY 
Broadway classic opens tonight 
B y Brenda Varda 
Staff Writer 
Before the finals rush sets in, take 
the opportunity to see Tennessee 
Williams ' " A Streetcar Named 
D e s i r e " at the M a r s h a l l 
Performing Arts Center at U M D . 
T h i s classic of American theatre, 
a Broadway and movie success 
from the 1940's, opens this week 
and performances continue 
February 10-13 and 16-19 with 
curtain time at 8 p.m. 
Although the play is set in the 
1940's in New Orleans, it retains 
vitality and drama for modern 
audiences. T h e four main 
characters embody a wide range 
of motivations, background and 
ptersonality. Blanche Dubois, an 
overwrought creature, deprived 
of the comforts of Southern 
gentile society, seeks a way out in 
se l f -de lus ion , a l c o h o l and 
theatricality. Blanche attempts to 
keep up a facade for her sister 
Stella. Stella, though, has found 
new life in the sensuality and 
roughness of her husband Stanley 
Kowalski . Blanche can at first 
dazzle others (including Mitch, a 
gentle gullible friend of Stanley), 
hut soon the facts of her past are 
discovered. 
T h e action begins with Blanche's 
'visit' to her sister Stella, hut as 
that visit progresses into the 
summer, wefind that Blanchehas 
no place else to go. The 
antagonism between Blanche, the 
constantly affected Southern 
bel le , and the passionate , 
primitive Stanley increases until 
there is no alternative except that 
one must win and the other lose. 
Originally, as the S T A T E S M A N 
reported in December, the part of 
Stanley was supposed to he 
played hy a guest artist. Timothy 
Bottoms, star of the movie the 
'Paper Chase' and 'Fast of Eden' 
was in fact signed. But one week 
before his scheduled arrival he 
- cancelled the engagement due to 
medical reasons. Attempts were 
made to find someone else, hut 
the Theatre Department faculty 
decided to go with Jack Lauher, a 
student who had been rehearsing 
with the cast, because rehearsals 
had been going well . Others in 
the cast include Carol Hertford as 
B l a n c h e , C a r o l K a r m e r 
Langhorst as Stella, and Joel 
Miller as Mitch. 
By now most of us have seen-or 
at least heard o f - " A Streetcar 
Named Desire." It was a smash 
hit on Broadway in 1947 and 
received immortalization in the 
1951 film version directed hy F l i a 
Kazan. The play and production 
were noted for several reasons-
i t ' s f r a n k s e x u a l i t y , the 
c o n f i r m a t i o n of Tennessee 
Williams as a notable American 
playwright, and the introduction 
of Marlon Brando to the stage and 
screen. Brando's tight t-shirtsand 
tough, sexual demeanor started 
an uproar and a fad that lasted for 
years. 
Will iams' play caused quite a stir 
when it appeared on Broadway in 
1947. The play dealt with 
sexuality and violence quite 
vividly-not a common practice 
on the popular Broadway stage. 
But whatever comments could he 
Streetcar to 15A Jack Lauber and Krystine Cramer-Langhorst 
Hand holders take heart: 
The "Love G love" mokes it 
possible to hold hands in even 
the coldest Minnesota weather! 
Our frigid Minnesota winters 
have been known to put even thg 
warmest romance on ice. 
Rubbing noses is one way to 
make physical contact in sub-
freezing weather, hut hand 
holding on winter days "is 
anything hut romantic. T w o 
gloved hand holders can keep 
warm individually, hut not 
without letting the cold come 
between them. Other alternatives 
aren't much better. T o shed 
gloves and clasp already chil l ing 
hands is more a test of endurance 
than of love. Clasped hare hands 
stuffed into one pocket cause 
awkwardness and undue stress 
on pocket linings. But hand 
holders take heart-the l ^ v e Glove 
provides a solution to this serious 
winter problem. 
Although the concept is light-
hearted, the dual-cuffed mitten is 
a functional article of outdoor 
wear. It is made of bright red 
corduroy, shaped in the form of a 
heart, and features two snuggly 
fitting cuffs to protect wrists. One 
size fits al l . Although two hands 
in one mitten make tor a warm 
situation, the Love Glove is also 
lined with quilt hatting for extra 
insulation. , 
The Love Glove comes complete 
with an instruction booklet or 
"Owners Manual." The manual 
explains how two people don this 
shared piece of clothing: "Grasp 
the Love Glove firmly hy a 
ventricle and insert your free 
hand; your companion should 
insert his or her hand into the 
other empty ventricle." Warnings 
are also included which caution 
consumers that if opposite hands 
are inserted into the Love Glove 
the couple could end up walking 
in circles. 
For those who wish to remairt 
coupled in sub-zero weather, the 
Love Glove has arrived to put 
warmth in winter romance. "The 
Love Glove can he ordered hy 
writing; The Love Glove, 1278 
Selhy Avenue, St. Paul, MN. 
55108. The cost is $8.95 plus 50C 
for shipping and handling. 
DIRECTIONS: 
V Grasp the Love Glove firmly by o ventricle ond 
insert your free hond: 
Figure One 
2 Your componiort should insert his or her hand 
into the other empty ventricle: 
Figure Two 
WARNING! 
Be sure thot the Love Glove is the lost ortlcle of 
clothing you put on before venturing out into 
the cold: 
Also, be sure thot opposite honds ore inserted 
into the Love Glove: 
Figure Four 
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B y Jer ry Magloughlln 
Staff Writer 
You've seen l i im dozens of times, yet may have never recognized him. 
He looks quite like everyone else as he strolls the halls while on his 
little errands, yet there is something very different ahout his mind. Vou 
may have known him for years and never suspected his deep, hidden 
secret. He's terribly hooked on something, hut you'd never suspect it 
unless you were to closely watch his eyes as he walked along. You know 
who he is, and you may even recognize a good deal of him in yourself... 
T H E V E N D I N G M A G H I N E J U N K I E . 
He knows where A L L the vending machines are, what type are where, 
and sometimes even the serial numhers-hut those are, admittedly, the 
extreme cases. His pulse quickens as he approaches a hank of 
'machines' and his keen eyes search the rows of junk food for a possible 
victim. Ah-ha! There! Slot G-8. A package of Twizzlers poised ever so 
delicately on the brink of tumbling free. Strike the machine, this 
friend? Never! He would rather anger his pet boa constrictor. He goes 
to work, attempting strategy number one. Yes, the M&M's, slot A-8, 
directly above. In goes | .35, hut it's a miss! The M&M's graze the 
Twizzlers hut fail to dislodge them. So it's on to strategy number two, 
the frontal assault. In goes more change, and he presses 'G-8'. He 
watches, barely breathing, as an eternity passes. The long coiled wire 
begins to rotate. Of course the first hag falls, hut wi l l the second? His 
eyes remain glued to the second hag as it approaches the brink. Gloser. 
Gloser. Then...success! It strikes the bottom with a satisfying 'thunk'. 
He moves on, savoring his success. 
The vending machine junkie doesn't think the way most people do. 
When he receives change in the store, he doesn't see coins deposited in 
his hand, hut instead, various increments of junk food. He might catch 
himself saying, "You're one pack of Trident...uh, I mean a 
quarter...short!" He hears the hum of the refrigerated vending 
machines beckoning siren-like as he studies late at night, and he makes 
almost hourly pilgrimages in order to pay homage. He hears the coins 
in his pocket fairly scream to he transformed into a 3-Musketeers bar or 
a hag of potato chips. T h e urge to fill that void slot in the ice cream 
machine is always troublesome. 
Yes, the vending machine junkie is, indeed a sorrowful sight to behold. 
Is there a cure for this addict? Unfortunately, after al l his years 
under the scrutiny of the psychology community, after al l of the, 
quantum leaps occuring in the medical profession, after al l the peer-
counseling and self-help groups and all the rest, there remains hut one 
cure for the vending machine junkie: bankruptcy. 
S t u d y S p a n i s h i n S e v i i l a 
S P A I N 
Intensiv e study Beginne r throug h Advance d 
Tf/ps starting Fall and Winter Semaster 
cost approx $3,000 includes Room and Board witti 
Spanish Family, Round Trip Airfare and Complete Tuition 
For our brochure and xAore Information act now and write: 
Is 
Mr. Georg e Bonfe/INTERSCHOO L 
94C9 No. Shora Trail No. 
Foraat L a k a , MN 5502S 
(•12) 433-398S 
• ^ k Rrcagy ^ koenix \ ite CIluL 
QQ ^02 West 1st Street 'Dulutk mYl. 
£ j ^ \ f . p Upstairs ( htnese Lantetm 
Live C n t m a i n m e n t tnondem-Saturdafl 
Mon.-Sat. 2 for t tt-8:30 
Tues. Vodha flight - any drwk made wtth vodka 
at an unbeliet^ablc prtce 
Wed. Cudies Utght - 2 for I on ladies all night 
Thurs. Lhamvagne flight - champagne at very 
special prices 
^ '- ' w • — — m i r — 
BE CREATIVE 
If you have an eye 
for stopping 
action...or if you 
have the ability to 
shoot creative 
photographs - The 
UMD Statesman 
wants you for a 
photographer. 
Must have some 
darkroom 
experience. Apply 
now in Kirby 118. 
"The UMD Statesman 
is an equal opportun-
ity and affirmative 
action employer." 
ROAD RUNNER PIZZA 
FREE ^ a p ^ FREE 
Double cheese m S ^ m Double cheese 
on any size p izza lM^Ton any size pizza 
723-1771 
The Finest Grecian-American Cuisine 
" S p e c i a l i z i n g In G y r o s " 
Cafe. 
B i R o e p h . 
13 W. SUPERIOR 
DOWNTOWN 
DULUTH 
Mon.-Sat. 7 A.M.-7 P.M. 
Sun. 7A.M.-3P.M. 
"Beginning in April we 
will be open 24 Hours" 
Pete & ]im. Owners 
ustooo 
' lOTo discount off l^eg. price with college LT>. 
HAIR DESIGNERS 
1607 Woodland A v e . 
Ml Royfli CMD Area' 
724-4011 
VALENTINE 
COUPON 
$2.00 off 
Feb 1-14 - 2 blocks from UIJID 
Hair cuts and perms 
•Shampoo and condition 
jincluded in all services. • 
- P R I V A T E MEN'S S T Y L I N G S A L O N -
Adam & Eve Carries a Complete Line of 
REDKEN & NEXXUS HOME 
HAIR CARE PRODUCTS. 
IVIAKE AN APPOINTMENT TODAY with one of our qualified stylists 
JAN, VICKY, TERRI or KATHY. 
f f i - (Walk-in customers always welcome) 
' ' • A We are right on the Woodianrf bus line' ' ^ ^ y 
Romantic 
Interlude 
Playing thi 
-iday night 
A. • L A R S O N 
GUi, ^ and SONG 
9-12 
VALENTINE'S DAY 
S P E C I A L 
Bottle of one of our 
wine specials 
(yOur choice) 
Fruit and cheese dish 
for 2 
only $995 
MONDAY, FEB. 14th 
RESERVATIONS ACCEPTED 
grapevine 
T 2nd LEVEL HOLIDAY MALL 
Going 
South 
of the 
border.. 
Prepare your skin in our tanning studio. 
Do you have your new Swim Suit yet? 
Come In and try our 1983 Swimwear on for SIGHS!! 
12 lines of 1983 Swimwear 
come to 
THAT 
SUNSHINE 
PLACE 
to look 
your 
Tropical 
besll 
3104 MounUln Shadow D, 
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Comedy warms Duluthions 
B y J . Kyler Evenson 
Managing Editor 
If "Of Ice and Men" is any 
indication of what's to come from 
the Colder hy the Lake Comedy 
Group, then Duluthians, no 
matter how cold it might he, wi l l 
he warming up the the hrand new 
comedy improvisational theatre 
group. 
For three consecutive nights the 
Duluth improvisational group 
filled Sir Benedict's wal l to wal l . 
T h e show is directed hy J i m 
Galder and Margi Preus. 
T h e night opens with an 
amusing re-enactment of the 
Vikings discovering America and 
their progression all the way to 
Dull-thda, as they affectionately 
referred to it. The skit closes with 
a short film documenting some of 
the original encounters that the 
Vikings partook in when they 
landed in Dull-thda. 
Review 
In the second half, the old adage 
"they saved the hest for last," is 
very fitting. The first skit is a city 
council meeting in which the 
only thing that is decided is that 
nothing w i l l he discussed. The 
skit tries to i l lustrate the 
lackluster efforts that are heing 
made toward consolidation of 
schools. Highlighting this scene 
is a wonderful performance of 
Mayor Fedo's interpreter. His 
antics in trying to convey the 
mayor's message were very good 
and sometimes almost unreal. 
Following that scene came 
when bfe is at its finest...when bve is at its ftdlest. 
LORD GRADE Presents 
An ITC Films, IPC Films Production A MARK RYDELL Film 
K A T H A R I N E H E P B U R N H E N R Y FONDA 
J A N E FONDA 
"ON G O L D E N POND" 
Friday, Feb. 11 
Sunday, Feb. 13 Boh 90 $1.50 
7:00 & 9:00 p.m. PG|i fMENTU. GiMWCE suceum i %Om MATTMUl. MAr NOT M lurTMlf TON 0 
perhaps the most humorous spot 
in the show. After a hrief, and 
quite unsuccessful attempt at 
impersonating the Ghannel 6 
news team, the film came hack 
out and it rolled, literally, right 
over the audience. The short film 
warned to show the difficulties 
that one might encounter living 
on a h i l l . The proposal that was 
made was to straighten out Lake 
Avenue in order to alleviate the 
problem. The film brought hoards 
of laughter from everyone in 
the crowd. A man began hy 
falling down near Fourth Street 
and just kept tumbling down. He 
rolled past Thi rd , Second on 
down to Superior Street. Just 
before he reached Superior, a car 
attempted to stop him hy pulling 
onto the curb. 
The film closed with the Ghannel 
6 news team signing off and, yes, 
the unfortunate man was still 
rolling, al l the way across the lift 
bridge. 
Streetcar from ISA 
made ahout the 'sordid' nature of 
the play were well balanced hy 
box office receipts and. awards. 
'Streetcar' won the Pulitzer Prize 
and the Drama Gritics' Gircle 
Award for hest play of 1947. 
Within the next few years, the 
play was produced around the 
world-London, Paris, Germany, 
Aus t r i a , Poland and other 
countries. 
T h e P a r i s a n d L o n d o n 
productions also met with box 
office success-hut the critics were 
less kind. I n London, the 
direction hy Laurence Olivier 
and Vivien Leigh's performance 
as Blanche met with high critical 
praise. But Will iams' script was 
labeled "blatant and crude" and 
one critic said "1 feel as if I had 
crawled through a garbage 
heap." 
Paris director, Jean Gocteau, 
added touches of his own, 
including additional profanity 
and a semi-nude belly dancer in 
the background during the 
seduction scenes. One critic 
apparently found the results a hit 
overdone-"This (production of 
Streetcar) that I 'm talking ahout 
is almost as uproarious as the 
Marx Brothers at their topmost 
peak." 
For reservations call the U M D 
Theatre Ticket Office at 726-
8562. Tickets are $4.50 for adults, 
$8.50 for students and senior 
citizens and $1.00 for U M D 
students with an l .D. * Try the Statesman 
classified ads for quick 
results when you need 
something sold. 
Call 726-7113 or 
stop in at Kirby 118. 
Share Valentine Love 
Hallmark has aeated a variety of ways to share 
your thoughts and feelings for Monday, Feb. 14. 
Remember all the loves of your life with 
beautiful Hallmark valentines. 
) 1982 Hallmark Cards. Inc. 
WDNIGHT MADNESS 
F R I . & . S r A T . U.t iLLWt.U'IF ' rn 
Ihe movie/ 
miller hill moll 
.SOPHIF'.S G H O I G F ( R ) 
F H F V F R D l C n (R) 
H E A V Y M E T A L ( R ) 
C O L L E G E S T U D E N T S 
Improve your grades' Rusfr $1 00 for your 
up-ro-date, 306 page rerm paper catarog. 
10,250 papers on rile all academic subjects 
Researrh AeNistanre 11322 Idaho Ave, 
«206Tn Los Angeles OA 90025 (213) 477-6226 
B o y c e K e n w o o d ^ 
P h a r m a c y 
i r a m Fon good 
F E A T U R I N G 
Steagall 
& Blum 
Fri. & Sat. 
Feb.11 & 12 
WOODEN L E G 
SALOON 
B a d N e w s 
Because Tweed 
Museum and the Gift 
Shop are normally 
closed Mondays, we will 
be CLOSED 
VALENTIME'S DAY. No 
last-minute shopping 
this year. 
G o o d N e w s 
We have a great 
selection of 
Valentine cards 
and gifts and we 
are open three 
more shopping days 
before Monday. 
T w e e d 
M u s e u m 
Tue. Fri. 9:3&4: Sat. Sun. 2-5: 
Closed Mondays 
Tweed Museum, UMD 
NEW 
EQUIPMENT!! 
The Kirby Games Room hos new odditions 
to their rentol equipment. 
Cross Country Equipment 
Wax - $1.00 (75<E refund on return of wax tin) 
Scraper - $2.50 ($2.00 refund on return of scraper) 
Cork - $2.00 ($1.50 refund on return of cork) 
Light Touring skis with 50 mm bindings 
- $6.00 daily with boots and poles 
Racing skis with 50 mm bindings 
- $6.00 daily with boots and poles 
Trak 50 mm ski boots - $1.75 daily 
Closed cell foam pads - 60<i; daily 
Rain Gear - $1.00 per day for jacket; 
Y $1.50 per day for jacket and pants 
Pius a fu! ! compietnen t of campin g gear , 
I ski equipment , snowshoes , and more ! — 
Don't keep o heort wolfing. 
Moke todoy "A Time to Remember." 
You can remember a relative or 
friend with a special occasion" 
greeting, a get well wish or a 
memorial gift. 
We'll send an appropriate card 
to the person or family you name 
to let them know that your thought-
fulness supports the American 
Heart Association in its fight to 
reduce early death and disability 
from heart disease and stroke. 
Your donation is tax-deductible, 
of course, and the amount will be 
shown only on your receipt. ; 
Take the time to remember by 
calling your local American Heart 
Association, listed in your telephone 
directory. 
American Heart 
Association 
WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE 
When workers aren't there, business doesn't work. 
Cancer strikes 120,000 people in our work force 
every year. Although no dollar value can ever 
be placed on a human life, the fact remains that 
our economy loses more than $10 billion in 
earnings every year that cancer victims would fiave 
generated. Earnings they might still be generating 
if they had known the simple facts on how to 
protect themselves from cancer. 
Now you can do something to protect your 
employees, your companyand yourself... call 
your local unit of the American Cancer Society 
and ask lor their free pamphlet. "Helping 
Your Employees to Protect Themselves 
Against Cancer." Start your company on a 
policy of good health today! 
American Cancer Society 
This space contributed as a public service. 
V Common Exam Schedule 
Winter Quarter 1983 
February 21-25,1983 
Course D.iy Time Room 
Acct 1511 (Sec 1-8) Tuesday, February 22 0800-0955 • \ f . , , . l ] I f l \4 Ir Or, i'lonll /U, Mo,111 80 
Acct 1512 (Sec 1-8) Tuesda;), February 22 0800-0955 BohH 90 
Acct 1523 (Sec 1-4) Tuesday, February 22 0800-0955 LRci 175 
Acct 3502 (Sec 1-4) Tuesday, February 22 0800-0955 LSci 185 
Btol 1109 (Sec 1-15) Wednesday, February 23 2000-2155 L.ScL 175, I.Sci 185 
BA 3206 (Sec 1-4) Tuesday, Febru.iry 22 1200-1355 SBE 50 
CS 1501 ( A l l Sec) Thursday, February 24 1000-1155 Chem- 200 
CS 1520 (AH See) Thursd.ay, Febru.iry 24 1000-H55 l.Sci 183 
CS 5542 ( A l l Sec) Wednesday, February 23 1000- 1155 M .nil ,30 
CS 5543 ( A l l Sec) Tlmrsday, February 24 1000-1155 l.'.ci 173 
Econ 1005 (Sec 1,2) Monday, February 21 1400-1555 BohH 90 
Econ 1203 (Sec 1-4) Monday, February 21 1400-1555 LS c i 175 
Engl 1106 (Sec 1,4) (Bonner) Monday, February 21 1003-1155 ABAH 445 
Engl 1106 (Sec 2,5) (Bradley) Monday, February 21 1000-1155 SS 103 
Engl 1106 (Sec 3,7) (Kanninen) Monday, February 21 1000-1155 MnnH 206 
Engl 1106 (Sec 6) (Conant) Monday, February 21 1000-1155 H 480 
Engl 1106 (Sec 8) (Jenson) Monday, February 21 1000-1155 SS 224 
Engl 1106 (Sec 9) (Cagne) Monday, February 21 1000-1155 SS 118 
Engl 1106 (Sec 10,13) (Quinn) Monday, February 21 1000-1155 SS 202 
Engl 1106 (11) (Kosuth) Monday, February 21 1000-1155 H 4 74 
Engl 1106 (Sec 12,15) (R e i n i ) Monday, February 21 1000-1155 SS 302 
Engl 1106 (Sec 14,16) (Ewoldsen) Monday, February 21 1000-1155 SS 308 
Engl 1106 (Sec 17,19) (Forbes) Monday, February 21 1000-1155 BohH 112 
Engl 1106 (Sec 18) (Risdon) Monday, February 21 1000-1155 H 484 
Engl 1106 (Sec 20,24) (Dickison) Monday, February 21 1000-1155 PE 140 
Engl 1106 (Sec 21,23) (Wilbrecht Monday, February 21 1000-1155 MonH 203 
Engl 1106 (Sec 22) (6»nrdncr) Monday, February 21 1000-1155 HonH 30 
Engl 1107 (Sec 1) (Tornialnen) Monday, February 21 1000-1155 SS 316 
Engl 1107 (Sec 2,3) ( D r l s c o l l ) Monday, February 21 1000-1155 ABAH 225 
Engl 1107 (Sec 4) ( C l i c k ) Monday, February 21 1000-1155 BohH 343 
Engl 1107 (Sec 5,17) (J e d l i c k a ) Monday, February 21 1000-1155 ABAH 235 
Engl 1107 (Sec 6,8) (Lyness) Monday, February 21 1000-1155 ABAH 245 
Engl 110/ (Sec 7) (Hoffman) Monday, February 21 1000-1155 H 464 
Engl 1107 (Sec 9) (Karpan) Monday, February 21 1000-1155 H 468 
Engl 1107 (Sec 10) (Harrison) Monday, February 21 1000-1155 SS 106 
Engl 1107 (Sec 11) (Grandmaison) Monday, February 21 1000-1155 BohH 104 
Engl 1107 (Sec 12) (Cabrey) Monday, February 21 1000-1155 MG 216 
Engl 1107 (Sec 13,18) (Crohs) Monday, February 21 1000-1155 H 403 
Engl 1107 (Sec 14) (Maiolo) Monday, February 21 1000-1155 H 490 
Engl 1107 (Sec 15) (Roufs) Monday, February 21 1000-1155 FE 136 
Engl 1107 (Sec 16) (Thompson) Monday, February 21 1000-1155 MonH 209 
Math i i l O ( A l l Sec) Tuesday, February 22 1200-1355 Chen 200 
Math 1115 ( A l l Sec) Wednesday, February 23 1000-1155 MonH 80 
Math 1156 ( A l l Sec) Wednesday, February 23 1000-1155 BohH 90 
Math 1160 ( A l l Sec) Tuesday, February 22 1200-1355 Chem 200 
Math 1185 ( A l l Sec) Tuesday, February 22 1200-1355 BohH 90 
Hath 1210 ( A l l Sec) Tuesday, February 22 1200-1355 L S c i 185 
Hath 1296 ( A l l Sec) Wednesday, February 23 1000-1155 Chen 200 
Math 1297 (Sec 1,2) Wednesday, February 23 1000-1155 MWAH 195 
Math 1297 (Sec 3-5) Wednesday, February 23 1000-1155 LS c i 175 
Math 1297 (Sec 6-8) Wednesday, February 23 1000-1155 LS c i 185 
Math 3298 ( A l l Sec) Wednesday, February 23 1000-1155 BohH 90 
Math 3320 ( A l l Sec) Tuesday, February 22 1200-1355 L S c i 175 
Hath 3350 ( A l l Sec) Wednesday, February 23 1000-1155 MonH 70 
Hath 3380 ( A l l Sec) Tuesday, February 22 1200-1355 BohH 90 
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Crossword Puzzle 
Edited by Margaret Farrar and James C. Boldl 
By James E. 
Hlnlslt 
ACROSS 
1 Open spaces 
6 Onstage extra 
10 Dyer's vessel 
13 More, in 
Mannheim 
17 Courage: 
Slang 
18 Pith's relative 
19 Charter 
20 Song by D, D, 
Emmett 
21 Kictrer'sgoai 
23 Newsboy's 
call 
25 Darya, 
Aral Sea 
feeder 
26 clear-
ance 
27 Baptism, et al. 
29 Applies pres-
sure 
30 On Ihe oppo-
site tack 
32 Devoured 
33 Per ardua ad 
:RAF 
motto 
34 Cars or chairs 
36 Bitter 
37 effort 
38 Extra pounds 
41 Prudish 
people 
42 In an excep-
tional way 
45 Partof A,M, 
46 which 
way 
47 Handle of a 
kind 
48 Crescent 
49 Shore bird 
50 Fountain or 
Rose 
51 Offense 
53 River at 
Grenoble 
54 Name mean-
ing "mortal 
man" 
55 Galena, e,g, 
56 Pearl Buck 
character 
57 Took nourish-
ment 
58 Subject tor a 
sermon 
59 In lavish 
manner 
63 Sooner than 
66 Sharp, as a 
word form 
67 Wax 
68 Avena plant 
69 Heysl In 
Conrad's 
"Victory" 
70 Catkin 
73 Beyond, to 
Brutus 
75 One of the 
Andreanots 
76 Manchetown 
77 Polisher 
78 Summer 
"sign" 
79 Prefix akin to 
"extra" 
80 Stumble 
81 Ott-campus 
85 ho 
86 Guinness title 
87 Extinct ratlte 
86 Inlet at Hud-
son's mouth, 
tor short 
89 "TnatOld 
Black Magic" 
lyricist 
90 and 
beyond 
92 Davis or 
Midler 
93 Suppress 
94 Teachers 
command 
96 Also-ran 
97 Hapsburg 
land: Abbr. 
98 Broadhorn 
101 Unessential 
103 Extra 
106 "Spare the rod 
and ..." 
107 Melody 
108 Chestertleld. 
e.g. 
109 Position In lite 
110 Rocky clltts 
111 Extra 
112 Trunk extra 
113 Brants and 
solans 
DOWN 
1 Iowa college 
town 
2 Theater's 
name of tame 
3 Subject of Art. 
IV, sec, 2, the 
Gonstitution 
4 "Londonderry 
Grainger 
5 Haydn's 'The 
6 Den member 
7 and 
Thummim 
8 Witticism 
9 More than sec 
10 One of 
Santa's team 
11 Part of M A. 
12 Borchor 
Horst 
13 Tonic, tor one 
14 Like some 
sugar or sand 
15 Noted jazz 
musician 
16 Defendants. 
In Roman law 
19 Opposed to 
ortho 
20 Rrght-nanded-
ness 
22 Something ex-
tra 
L a t t w M k ' s 
24 Jason's father 
28 Shrub with 
white flower 
clusters 
31 Deli Items 
32 nous 
33 Blazing 
34 Extra Items 
35 Verdi opera 
36 Andover's 
rival 
37 Style of 
architecture 
39 Of the 
shoulder 
40 Phoenician 
port 
42 Chris Lloyd, 
nee 
43 Queen. In 
Spain 
44 Artifice 
46 Adhesive 
51 Mrs. Robert 
Schumann 
52 Storm 
56 Extra 
57 Part of a 
basilica 
59 Not part of a 
woman's 
dower 
60 6 Across, tor 
example 
61 "Crime does 
62 One who ac-
cepts a chal-
lenge 
BBjaa ginEia ua^m anias 
••cjii SDGiEiQ ••Bsia • •an 
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63 Showing a 
higher level of 
frequency 
64 Experience 
once 
more 
65 Gretna Green 
visitor 
66 Lulu ' 
69 Michaelmas 
daisies 
70 Fills with 
wonder 
71 Dress style 
72 Pressor 
wringer 
73 Battle 
74 Dry: Comb, 
form 
75 Assembly 
halls 
79 Deduct 
82 Group of 
witches 
83 Existing, to 
Cicero 
84 Germ cell 
85 Kind of 
pad 
89 Not an extra 
91 Calcutta 
cigarettes 
92 Contined 
93 Completely 
94 Surplus 
95 Montreal 
player 
96 Forte 
97 Shebat's suc-
cessor 
99 Bowl 
sounds 
too Bernese 
painter 
102 DDE s com-
mand. 1944 
104 " Hear a 
Waltz?" 
105 Goose: Fr. 
D O U G L A S 
W O O D 
I I 
Monday, Feb. 14 
Tuesday, Feb. 15 
7:00 p.m. 
B U L L P U B 
Have you ever wondered 
if you could weor 
Soft Contoct Lenses? 
now you con find out... 
F R E E 
Trial Fitt ings 
o n 
Soft C o n t a c t s 
Take this simple eye test. First, iook in the mirror with your 
glasses on. Now take off your glasses aniJ look again. See how 
much better you'iJ look in soft contact lenses? You look natural, 
more attractive. Soft contact lenses are comfortable, fashionable 
and easy to wear . . . in most cases from the first day. Visit 
Midwest Vision Center today . . . experience the comfort and 
convenience of Soft Contacts. 
No Appo in tmen t N e c e s s a r y 
No Obl iga t ion 
EYES EXAMINED BY DOCTOR OF OPTOMETRY 
Holiday Mali 
727-6388 
Miiier Hiii Mali 
723-1099 
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HUMOR 
Catterpillar Man/Rick Alger Dumb Stuff/Kirk Tingblad 
SOUTH D^FoTA \S 
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A UMD committee that helpa atudentt develop heellhy illeelylea. LIFE SKILLS 
CAMPUS MINISTRY • COUNSELING • HEALTH SERVICE • HOUSING » KSC » OFFICE OF STUDENT AFFAIRS • RED SPORTS 
If you have ever taken medicine, take this quiz! 
3. 
Editor's Note: 
The source of this quiz is M E D I C A L 
U P D A T E , a journal published by the 
M e d i c a l E d u c a t i o n and R e s e a r c h 
Foundation of Indianapolis, Indiana. 
Dr. Malcolm McCutcheon of the UMD 
Health Service forwarded this article to 
the Statesman tor your benefit. Read it— 
you'll probably learn something! 
Medication Quiz: 
Prevention Begins with Knowledge 
Studies have shown that the American 
public spends $10.3 billion a year on 
prescriptions at retail outlets. But the same 
public also annually spends up to $8 
billion on self-prescribed drugs for self-
diagnosed illnesses. 
It has been estimated that more than 70 
percent of illnesses are treated with self-
prescribed medications, indicating that a 
lot of people think they know how to treat 
what ails them. T h i s can be a dangerously 
fatal concept. Prevention is always 
preferable, but when illness does strike, 
diagnosis and prescription of medication 
should be left in the hands of professionals. 
Professor Diane Kitt, head of the Drug 
Information Center in Purdue University's 
School of Pharmacy and Pharmacologic 8. 
Science, has put together the following 
quiz to test your know-how on medication 
matters. I f you even score one answer 
wrong, it may prove to be one too many. 
True or False? 
If your symptoms appear to be the 
same as in a previous illness, it's al l 
right to take leftover prescriptions 
from the earlier illness, provided it's 
not later than the expiration date on 
the drug. 
By federal law, al l prescription drugs 
must be sold with "childproof" lidson 
the containers. 
It's safe to drink "light" alcoholic 
beverages such as beer or table wine 
while taking most medications, even if 
they cause drowsiness. 
Jggt what 
thedoctpr 
ordered 
Answers: 
6. 
Although different medications often 
have different instructions (take on an 
empty stomach...at mealtime...after 
meals), it's both safe and effective to 
take most medications with meals. 
It is better to ask a doctor or nurse, 
rather than a pharmacist, what a 
prescription is for. 
In a typical prescription, if you forget 
to take a dose until close to the time the 
next one is due, it's usually al l right to 
just double the dose. 
There are generic equivalents for all 
brand-name drugs. 
Although it might be easier to swallow 
a tablet or capsule with a drink of 
water, there's really no danger 
involved in taking the medication 
without water. 
If you have trouble swallowing a drug 
in tablet form and it doesn't come in 
liquid form, it's usually acceptable to 
crush the tablet, provided sterile 
conditions are maintained. 
False. Although you have symptoms 
that appear to be the same, your 
symptoms might not reflect what you 
had before. If you guess wrong, you 
could be in trouble. 
False. With your permission, a 
pharmacist wi l l use an easy-to-open 
lid on the container. Otherwise, it wi l l 
have a "childproof" lid. Although 
they can be a nuisance, such lids are 
credited with cutting the number of 
childhood poisonings in half. 
True. Ideally, some drugs should be 
taken on an empty stomach to speed 
absorption while other are better 
absorbed with a meal. But trying to sift 
through all the instructions when 
you're taking a number of drugs can be 
confusing, so you're better off taking 
them with meals if you're uncertain. It 
won't hurt, and the meal w i l l act as a 
buffer against an upset stomach. 
True. A pharmacist's response to such 
a question would probably be, "What 
did the doctor say it was for?" A single 
drug may have many uses, deperideni 
on the dosage and the condition. 
5. False. It's never wise to double up on 
s u c h " m e d i c a t i o n , un l e s s the 
pharmacist says it's permissible. If 
you're uncertain, call the pharmacist. 
The dosage could depend on how close 
it is to the time for the next one. 
6. False. T h e first manufacturer to 
market a drug has the exclusive right 
to market it for 17 years from the time 
it's patented. 
7. False. You should drink a full glass of 
water with a tablet or capsule of 
medication. A sip or two of water is not 
enough. The more concentiated a 
drug is in your stomach, the more risk 
there is for heartburn or upset stomach. 
Drinking a full glass of water helps 
insure the drug is being properly 
dissolved and sent into your blood-
stream. 
8. False. While this mi.eht be all right 
sometimes (ask your pharmacist), often 
tablets are in a wax matrix that allows 
the active ingredients to leech out 
slowly. Other tablets have a special 
coating, so they won't dissolve until 
they reach the small intestine, for 
ultimate effect. So by crushing the 
tablet, you tiestroy the mechanism to 
produce the desired effect. 
9. False. Alcohol is a depressant. When 
alcohol is combined with drugs such 
as ant ih is tamines , pain k i l l e r s , 
t r anqu i l i z e r s or sedatives, the 
combination can be dangerous, if not 
fatal. 
> . i l r f ^ l M ^ l M ^ l 
Put a little love in your life 
§ive someone a heart coome 
for Valentine s ^ay 
T w o sizes available in the Deli: 
;^ ;:^ :;^ ^^ :^ ^^ ^^ fe^ ^^ -:i:i^ ^^ J^:^ ::^ g^ :^ ;:;:^ ^ 
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ON CAMPUS 
Events 
UMD Theatre 
A powerful and sensual drama opens this 
month at U M D . 
U M D Theatre wi l l present Tennessee 
Wil l iams ' Pulitzer Prize-winning play " A 
Streetcar Named Desire" at 8 p.m. Feb. 9-13 
and Feb. 16-19 in the U M D Marshall 
Performing Arts Center. 
Directing wi l l be Bruce Hertford, assistant 
professor of theatre at U M D . 
Featured in the cast of "Streetcar" are 
Carol Hertford, as Blance du Bois; Jack 
Lauber as Stanley Kowalski; Krystine 
Cramer-Langhorst as Stella; and Joel 
Miller as Stanley's buddy Mitch, a 
character Blance is enamored of and finds a 
possible escape in. 
Set design is by Dick Durst, costumes are by 
Pat Dennis, and lighting design is by Chris 
Job. A l l are members of U M D Theatre. 
Tickets for "Streetcar" are $4.50 for adults, 
$3.50 for students and senior citizens and 
$1 for U M D students with winter quarter 
activity card. 
Reservations are now being accepted at the 
Marshall Box Office, 726-8561. 
Jazz Ensemble 
UMD's Jazz Ensemble I w i l l present its 
winter concert at 8 p.m. Tuesday, Feb. 15, 
in the U M D Marshall Performing Arts 
Center. 
U M D Jazz Director George Hitt said the 
program w i l l include selections ranging 
from Clifford Brown's "Immortal Joy 
Spring" to Rob McConnell's "Louis iana" 
and into T h a d Jones' "A Chi ld is Born." 
Also featured wi l l be David Baker's "Three 
for Malcolm. " Baker is scheduled to 
perform at the Head of the Lakes Jazz 
Festival Apr i l 22-23 at U M D . 
Admission to the concert is $2 for adults 
and $1.50 for U M D students with winter 
quarter activity card. Tickets w i l l be 
available at the door. 
ExhibHfon at TWeed 
U M D art senior 
Beverly Bury w i l l 
open an exhibition 
of her works at 7 
p.m. February 16 
i n the U M D 
Tweed Museum 
of Art. T h e exhi-
b i t i o n , w h i c h 
continues through 
F e b . 20 w i l l 
feature commer-
cial art, drawings, 
photography and weavings. Bury, who 
w i l l graduate U M D this spring with a 
Bachelor of Fine Arts degree, attended 
Hopkins-Lindbergh High School. She is 
the daughter of Richard and Dorothea 
Bury of Minnetonka, Minnesota. 
Tweed 
Duluth artist Michael Myshack w i l l 
present an exhibition of drawings Feb. 13-
Mar. 2 in the U M D Tweed Museum of Art. 
Tweed patrons, guests and the public are 
invited toa reception from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. 
Feb. 13 to meet the artist and formally open 
the show. 
T h e Tweed Museum of Art is open from 8 
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Tuesday through Friday 
and from 2 to 5 p.m. on Saturday and 
Sunday. T h e museum is closed on 
Mondays. Admission is free. 
Film series 
Women's Coordinating Committee F i l m 
Series: "The Artist Was A Woman," 
Wednesday, Feb. 16, Noon, SS 102. 
Seminars/Lectures 
Geology 
Geology Dept. Seminars: Jennifer 
K i t c h e l l , Univers i ty of Wiscons in , 
Madison - "Coevolution in Evolutionary 
Time: Naticid Gastropods, Predators and 
Prey," Thursday, February 10, 3:30 p.m. in 
Life Science 175. 
Conference on families 
" F a m i l i e s : New C h a l l e n g e s , New 
Directions," is the title of a two-day 
conference being offered at U M D on 
Tuesday, March 1 and Wednesday, March 
2, by C o n t i n u i n g Educa t ion and 
Extension ( G E E ) . 
T h e conference, which is open to the 
public, w i l l examine such subjects as 
family dynamics, delinquency, single 
parenting, infant/toddler development, 
domestic violence, incest and stress 
management. Cost is $15, which includes 
t u i t i o n , p r o g r a m m a t e r i a l s and 
refreshment breaks. Participants are on 
their own for lunches. 
In addition to G E E , the conference also is 
sponsored by the Duluth Parent Family 
Life Institute, the Duluth Council of 
Parents, Teachers, Students Association 
and the Minnesota Chapters of Parents, 
Teachers, Students. 
For information, contact G E E , 218-726-
8113. 
Matfiematlcs 
Mathematics Colloquium: "Racquetball 
as a Stochastic Process," by Ron Regal, 
U M D , w i l l be presented Thursday, Feb. 10 
( T O D A Y ) at 3:30 p.m. in LSc i 160. 
Brown Bog Series 
Women's Coordinating Committee Brown 
Bag Series: "Family Sexual Abuse 
Treatment Project," Rosi Rocco, Project 
Coordinator, Monday, Feb. 14, Noon, 
Kirby 355-357. 
Women as Creators 
and Performers 
Women As Creators and Performers 
Lecture Series: Panel Discussion - "Issues 
for Women in the Arts," Thursday, Feb. 
17, 7:30 p.m., Somers Lounge, CSS. 
Pfil Alpha Theta 
presentation 
On Tuesday, Feb. 15, Ph i Alpha Theta 
presents T h e Civilisation Series. The 
presentation, entitled "Protest and 
C o m m u n i c a t i o n , " is a survey of 
development of western civilization in 
Northern Europe in the 16th century. See it 
in the Library Projection Room at 1 p.m. 
Final V.D. lecture 
The third and final lecture on sexually 
transmitted diseases wi l l be held on 
Tuesday, Feb. 15 at 1 p.m. in H E 80. Dr. 
Thomas Fitzgerald, Associate Professor of 
Medical Microbiology and Immunology 
wi l l speak on the various S T D ' s that are 
most often seen by physicians. Janet 
Gerber, a nurse practitioner at the U M D 
Health Service, w i l l speak on the clinical 
aspects of the various STDs . 
T h e Student Health Advisory Committee 
is sponsoring the mini-series and wants to 
stress that these lectures and discussions 
w i l l contain only the current research and 
clinical aspects of the diseases and not the 
social aspects. 
Problem solving 
The Library & Learning Resources Service 
presents its Winter Quarter Series. 
"Problem Solving - an exploration of the 
methods used by various disciplines to 
approach their problems and seek 
solutions." 
Introduced by the series S E A R C H F O R 
S O L U T I O N S which outlines general 
methodology for problem attack, followed 
by longer specific problems and solutions 
of selected fields of study. 
The next presentation, "History - World 
War I I : National Archives Collections," 
which includes aerial photographs, radio 
transmissions, visital materials - as 
historical evidence and their use, w i l l be 
presented Thursday, Feb. 10 ( T O D A Y ) 
from 12-1 in Library 144A. 
Attontion 
Tests 
Test Dates: 
L S A T (Law SchookAdmission Test), Feb. 
19, 1983, M W A H 195. 
A C T / P E P (American College Test), 
March 3-4, 1983, 139 DAdB. 
G M A T ( G r a d u a t e M a n a g e m e n t 
Admission Test), March 19, 1983, M W A H 
195. 
D H E (Dental Hygiene Exam, National 
Boards), March 21, 1983, Kirby 323. 
Pre-register for these tests through the 
Counseling, Career Development and 
P l a c e m e n t O f f i c e , 139 D a r l a n d 
Administration Building. 
Special tees 
Attention A l l Students: 
C H A N G E S I N S P E C I A L F E E S -
•As of Spring Quarter, 1983, the late 
registration fee wi l l be $ 10 through the first 
week of classes and $20 thereafter. 
• T h e fee for special examination (credit 
and proficiency) is now $30 per 
examination. 
C R O S S R E G I S T R A T I O N — 
• U M D students must be paying full 
tuition (14 credits) to be eligible to cross-
register at CSS or U W S . Additional tuition 
wi l l be charged on a per-credit basis if the 
addition of courses brings the credit load to 
19 or more credits. 
GEE offering stay-at-home 
courses 
Stay at home this spring and enroll in 
courses offered by U M D . That 's right. 
Continuing Education and Extension 
( G E E ) at U M D is offering three "study at 
home" courses for spring quarter, two of 
which are being offered on W D S E - T V , 
Channel 8, the public television station in 
Duluth, and one which is being broadcast 
by K U M D - F M , the public radio station at 
U M D . 
Here are the offerings: 
•Career Planning and Development - T h i s 
course is for those interested in learning 
about the field of career development and 
the career planning process from either a 
personal or professional viewpoint. It w i l l 
be offered in 10 one-half hour segments on 
W D S E - T V , Channel 8, from 6 p.m. to 6:30 
p.m. on Wednesdays from March 16 to may 
18. Four credits are available. T h e 
instructor wi l l be L . Sunny Hansen, 
professor of Counseling and Student 
Personnel Psychology at the U of M, T w i n 
Cities campus. 
• History of American Theatres - T h i s 
course examines the theatre from colonial 
days to the present "as a mirror of our 
society," according to the course 
description. Playwrights, performers and 
productions are seen in the context of 
America's cultural, social and political 
life. T h e course w i l l be offered in 10 one-
half hour segments on W D S E - T V , 
Channel 8, from 6 p.m to 6:30 p.m. on 
Mondays from March 14 to May 16. 
Instructor wi l l be Charles Nolte, professor 
in the Department of Theatre Arts, U of M, 
T w i n Cities campus. 
•Fitzgerald and Hemingway - Students in 
this course wi l l examine the writings of 
early 20th century writers F . Scott 
Fiugerald and Ernest Hemingway. The 
course wi l l be offered in 20 one-half hour 
segments on K U M D — F M radio on 
Tuesdays and Thursdays from March 15 to 
May 18 from 1 p.m. to 1:30 p.m. Phi l ip 
Furia, an associate professor in the 
Department of English at the U of M, 
T w i n Cities, w i l l be the instructor. 
K U M D - F M is 103 on the F M radio dial. 
Miscellaneous 
AFSCME/CUE 
A F S C M E - C U E w i l l provide information 
about the unionization process for al l 
U M D clerical workers. Meetings w i l l be 
held Feb. 10, 17 and 24 in Kirby 323 from 9 
am to 5 pm. 
Nuclear Weapons Freeze 
In mid-March, the Nuclear Weapons 
Freeze w i l l bc'voted on by Congress. Your 
support is needed. Stop by the Freeze table 
in Kirby this and all next week from 10 am 
to 1 pm. F i l l out a proxy and let your 
Senators and Representative know you 
support the Freeze. 
Herpes support group 
T h i s Thursday, Feb. 10, at 7 p.m. there w i l l 
be a Herpes Support Group meeting at the 
Student Health Service. 
T h i s supptort group offers facts and a 
chance to learn from each other about this 
epidemic virus. F ind out about how herpes 
is transmitted, about recurrences, stress 
and more. 
Anyone concerned about herpes is invited 
to this meeting. Sponsored by Student 
Health Service. 
Help feed the hungry 
Touch a Hungry World — During Lent 
this year, each of us has an opportunity to 
share our abundance with those who are 
not so lucky. 
We can do this by fasting for one or more 
meals per week and donating the money 
saved to help feed the hungry. Students, 
faculty and staff w i l l be raising money to 
send food to the needy through the 
" D u l u t h Emergency Food Shel f , " 
"Lutheran World Relief" and "Operation 
Rice B o w l . " Sign-up sheets wi l l be 
available in Kirby from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. this 
Friday and also in the R H D C during the 
evening dinner. T h e fast is sponsored by 
the Council of Religious Advisors in 
cooperation with the Resident H a l l 
Dining Center ( R H D C ) . 
ProvosFs recepHon 
T w o hundred graduate and undergradu-
ate students, their families and friends wi l l 
be honored at a Provost's Reception 
Saturday, Feb. 19. 
U M D Provost Robert L . Heller w i l l 
welcome the graduates and guests at 3 p.m. 
at Marshall Performing Arts Center. Larry 
Bright, dean of the College of Education, 
wi l l make remarks. Academic Vice Provost 
Paul Junk w i l l introduce each graduate 
present who w i l l be congratulated by their 
respective college or school dean and 
Provost Heller. 
A reception for the graduates and guests 
wi l l be held at 3:30 p.m. at Tweed Museum 
of Art. 
Outdoors class 
"Outdoor Education Ski l l s" is a program 
offering both a credit and a non-credit 
course for professionals and volunteers 
involved in teaching and interpreting 
natural history in the outdoors. 
Sponsored by Continuing Education and 
Extension ( G E E ) at U M D , the three-credit 
course meets for eight weeks on Monday 
nights beginning March 7 and continuing 
through Apr i l 25. The course, which costs 
$99, meets from 6 p.m. to 8:50 p.m. in 
Bohannon H a l l 120, plus one Saturday 
field trip. 
For information, contact Stauty at 726-
8543 or call G E E , 726-8113. 
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^Dogs split with Badgers in key series 
Photo/J.R.M. 
Head linesman for the WCHA, Duane Markus, lets Bulldog announcer Bill "Ossy" Oswald 
know what the trouble is out on the ice during Friday night's hockey game between the 
. UMD Bulldogs and the-Wisconsin Badgers. UMD won Friday's game 6-3 but tell to 
Wisconsin Saturday 3-1. 
Grapplers lose meet 
and lose Drongeid 
B y J i m Sodergren 
Staff Writer 
T h e U M D hockey team travels to 
Colorado College this weekend to 
face the Tigers after splitting a 
series with the Wisconsin Badgers 
last weekend at the Duluth 
Arena. The Bulldogs won 6-3 
Fr iday , before the Badgers 
rebounded for the series split with 
a 3-1 decision Saturday. 
T h e Bulldogs continue in fourth 
place in the W C H A , trailing 
Wisconsin by four points with 
four games left in regular season 
play. T h e split leaves U M D with 
a season mark of 22-12-1 and an 
11-11 W C H A record. The 22 
victories by the Bulldogs tie the 
record for most wins in a season 
by a U M D hockey team. T h i s was 
by the 1978-79 club. 
T h e split with Wisconsin was 
key. If U M D and Wisconsin 
finish the season tied, the Badgers 
would get third place on the tie-
breaker and would have the home 
ice edge in the playoffs. 
T h e key in Friday night's contest 
with Wisconsin was the six 
straight penalties taken by the 
Badgers and the resurgence of the 
Bulldog power play, which was 
able to capitalize on four of their 
11 chances. U M D had entered the 
game with a .143 power play 
percentage, the worst in the 
league. 
The Bulldogs started out fast in 
the game, capturing a 2-0 lead 
after one period on a power play 
goal by Mike Krensing, and a 
. goal by B i l l Mason, who scored 
for the first time since last 
November. 
Wisconsin tied it in the second 
period when Chris Chellios and 
Paul Houston scored. Dan 
Fishback gave U M D the lead for 
good when he put in a centering 
pass from winger Gregg Moore. 
T h i s goal seemed to demoralize 
Wisconsin, who began to run 
around and play a chippy style of 
hockey that only succeeded i n 
hurting their own cause and 
embarrassed themselves in the 
process. 
Gregg Moore added a power play 
goal that made it 4-2 U M D and 
B i l l Mason scored the fourth 
power play goal of the evening 
and his second goal of the game to 
make it a three goal margin. 
Things began to get a little wild 
at this stage. Pat Fthier of the 
Badgers and Mark Odnokon of 
U M D got into a tussle. As 
Odnokon skated by the Badger 
goal on the way to the penalty 
box, goalie Terry Kleisinger 
slashed the Bulldog skater in the 
back. Wisconsin coach Jeff Sauer 
promptly replaced Kleisinger 
with Marc Behrend. 
T o m Kurvers welcomed Behrend 
to the game when he scored on the 
first shot on goal to make it 6-2 
after two. 
The only score of the final session 
Hockey to 4 a 
B y Mark D. Johnson 
.Staff Writer 
T h e mighty Bison of N D S U 
t r a m p l e d over the U M D 
wrestling squad last Saturday 
afternoon 42-5, and besides losing 
the match, U M D also lost 177 
pound Jay Drangeid to a knee 
injury which kept him out of 
yesterday's N I C Conference 
Tournament. 
Lost somewhere in the cloud of 
dust stirred-up by the Bison were 
the Bulldogs' hopes of repeating 
as conference champions. Coach 
Neil Ladsten is all to aware of 
what the loss of Drangeid meant 
to UMD's chances. " T h i s year 
we're going to have to have a 
miracle to win the conference. 
With a healthy team, I 'm sure we 
would've been favored..." But 
without Drangeid, Ladsten looks 
for Southwest State or Northern 
State to take over the role of 
favorite. 
T h e loss of Drangeid did little to 
lift the spirits of U M D wrestlers, 
but the efforts of P h i l Sowers and 
Joe Johnson helped to pick them 
up. Sowers won his 33 rd match of 
the year 9-2, and Johnson tied 
Ail-American T i m Jones at 5-5. 
T h i s averted a shutout and gave 
the Bulldogs something to cheer 
about. T h e 'Dogs and their fans 
could also cheer at the outcome of 
their match later in the day with 
UW-Stout which U M D won 34-
20. The win upped the Bulldogs' 
dual record to 11-3. Were it not for 
N D S U , the record of last year, 10-
2, would have been surpassed. 
While last year's mark remains 
intact, this was the second best 
year ever for U M D in duals which 
is certainly something Ladsten's 
squad can be proud of. 
Numerous ind iv idua l s have 
earned their way to envious 
won/loss records this year for 
U M D . Co-captain Phi l Sowers 
completed a remarkable season in 
which he won 34 matches and lost 
on ly four. T e a m m a t e Joe 
Johnson was close behind his 
fellow co-captain at 26-9-1. Other 
varsity members with records of 
note were John Heisick, 23-8; 
Blaine Dravis (Rookie of the 
Year!), 23-9-1; Jay Drangeid, 19-
10-l;andSteve Prozin sk i 19-13-1. 
T h i s year proved to be an exciting 
and successful campaign for 
Ladsten and his talented group of 
wrestlers. The 11 dual victories 
and two tournament wins can be 
l a r g e l y a t t r i b u t e d to the 
leadership given to the team by its 
captains. Sowers and Johnson set 
an example and a pace that their 
teammates could look up to and 
try to emulate. And not only were 
they excellent wrestlers, they were 
durable wrestlers (which might 
be considered most important as 
evidenced by the loss of 
Drangeid). Ladsten w i l l be hard-
pressed to find such leadership 
next year. 
As for this year's squad, yesterday 
was their last competition as a 
team. With a healthy Jay 
Drangeid, they would have been 
the favorites to defend their 
conference t i t l e . W i t h o u t 
Drangeid...well, there are such 
things as miracles. 
Phoio/J.n.M. 
"Bully" 
UMD Bulldog Mascot, Dara Weems, displays what school spirit is all about between 
periods of last Friday's hockey game against Wisconsin. 
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Defense key to 
'Dogs victory 
move into third 
Phoio Scott Schmidt 
Flying high, freshman Alan Wimes goes for the big 0-2. 
Wimes, a 6-3 point-guard from Milwaukee Tech H.S., is one 
of the newest links in the Milwaukee Connection. 
Michigan Tech edges 
UMD in Doug Roth Invit. 
sports 
briefly 
T i c k e t s o l e s 
T h e sale of student tickets for the 
North Dakota Series to be held on 
February 18 and 19, w i l l start on 
Wedneday, February 16 at 8 a.m. 
A l l students must have an I D card 
and a winter activity card for each 
student ticket purchased. Prices 
are: $1.50 for student tickets, and 
$2.50 for guest tickets. 
Should the U M D hockey team 
finish third or fourth in the 
W C H A at the end of the regular 
season, we would host first round 
p l ayo f f games on F r i d a y , 
February 25 at 8 p.m. and 
Saturday, February 26 at 7:30 
p.m. 
As this is a W C H A event and 
conference regulations prevail, 
the following procedures wi l l be 
used in regard to ticket sales: 
1. S tudents season t icket 
holders may purchase their 
r egu la r season t ickets on 
Monday, February 21, between 1 
p.m. and 3:45 p.m. at the Athletic 
Ticket Office, P F 103. Any tickets 
not claimed at that time wi l l be 
made available for general sale. 
2. A l l students may purchase 
tickets starting after 8 a.m. 
Tuesday, February 22. 
3. T h e ticket price w i l l be $4 for 
a student ticket and $4 for one 
•guest ticket, as the regulated 
minimum priced allowed by the 
WOHA. 
Bulldogs 
B y Alane Engleman 
Staff Writer 
"There's nothing like winning," 
said U M D senior center Heather 
Nelson after the lady hoopsters' 
victory over Southwest State 
Saturday at the Phy Fd Building. 
T h e lady Bulldogs have reason to 
be happy. After their two 
conference victories over Morris 
on Friday 78-65 and Southwest 
State on Saturday 70-54, and a 
non-conference victory over 
neighboring UW-Superior 65-49 
on Tuesday, they've moved into 
third place in the Northern Sun 
Conference with a 6-3 conference 
record and a 16-7 overall record. 
After a slow start on Friday and 
Saturday the Bulldogs held off a 
second half surge by Morris to 
win and took control in the 
second half Saturday night to 
beat Southwest State. According 
to L i n d a Larson, U M D women's 
basketball coach, the key factor 
against Morris was the lack of 
scoring from their big girl Cindy 
Lonneman and in the Southwest 
game it was UMD's 83 percent 
free throw percentage. 
Larson said the Bulldogs don't 
have one big star, they have an 
equally balanced team. The 
equality of her players showed up 
this weekend. On Friday night 
the Bulldogs had three women in 
B y Dave Fischer -
Staff Writer 
jThe U M D men's basketball team 
trounced the Bemidji State 
Beavers 89-64 Saturday, shooting 
71 percent from the floor in the 
second half, chalking up their 
28th consecutive home-court 
win. ' 
Danny Sojka, this week's N I C 
Player of the Week, led the 
Bulldog attack. He pulled down 
five rebounds, shot 8 of 12 from 
the field, made 4-4 from the free-
throw line, and led U M D in 
scoring with 20 points. 
Chris Neumann was right behind 
Sojka in the scoring department 
as he contributed 19 points while 
Greg Larson finished with 11. 
T h e Bulldogs started out slow, 
t r a i l i ng 12-11 nearly eight 
minutes into the game. Baskets by 
Neumann, Rob Schneeberg, 
Sojka, Rick Sundberg, Alan 
Wimes, and Larson helped the 
'Dogs open up a 23-16 lead 
though, a lead they never 
relinquished. 
Throw in some good defense, a 
couple of three-point plays, and 
some key offensive rebounds, and 
you have a 47-29 Bulldog half-
time bulge. 
" I was happy with our defense," 
U M D floor boss George Fisher 
s a i d . " I t ' s good t o . see 
improvement in that part of the 
game." 
In the secbftd half, Bemidji could 
come no closer than 49-35. The 
Bulldogs outscored the Beavers in 
the final 20 minutes 42-35 
double figures. Senior center 
Heather Nelson had 18 points, 
sophomore forward Amy Jaeger 
had 17 points and sophomore 
guard Sandy Slade contributed 16 
points. Nelson and Jaeger also 
pulled down nine and 11 
rebounds respectively. Leading 
the Bulldog attack Saturday 
night against the Pinto was 
consistent sophomore guard 
Sandy Slade with 16 points and 
sophomore forward Cathy Rose 
with 12 points, while Heather 
Nelson added 14 points in the 
Bulldog victory over the Superior 
Yellowjackets Tuesday. 
"We've been working on our 
rebounding and free throw 
shooting," said Larson. "Our 
goal is to control the boards and 
to ma in ta in a free throw 
percentage of around 75 percent." 
According to game statistics, 
Larson's team is reaching their 
goals and winning, too. The 
Bulldogs are presently fourth in 
the nation in N C A A If free-throw 
percentage with 72.2 percent and 
UMD's Amy Jaeger is fifth in the 
nation with 85.7 free throw 
percentage. Jaeger also leads the 
Northern Sun Conference in 
rebounds with a 9.2 average. 
T h e Bulldogs' win on Saturday 
night was the eighth straight win 
at home for U M D and also the 
last home game for two valuable 
accounting for the 89-64 final 
tally. 
The game was not an exciting 
one nor was it an artistic one. It 
was good defense and the steady 
play of the 'Dogs that led to the 
victory. U M D is now 20-3 overall 
and they continue to be atop the 
N I G with a 6-1 mark. 
T h e Bulldogs travel to Winona 
this Saturday for a 7:30 p.m. 
contest with the Warriors, who 
barely missed an upset two weeks 
ago here at U M D . The Bulldogs 
escaped with a 69-68 victory, but 
they wi l l have to play extremely 
well in order to be victorious on 
the Wart;iors' home floor. The 
game wi l l be broadcast on 
K U M D - F M (103.3) with the pre-
game show starting at 7:15 p.m. 
F A C T S A N D F I G U R F S : 
••Chris Neumann has taken over 
as the leading scorer on the team. 
He averages 14.2 points per game, 
just one-tenth of a point better 
than Greg Larson's 14.1 average. 
•Greg Larson leads the N I G in 
field goal percentage, making 75 
percent of his shots from the 
floor. He ranks third in N C A A 
Division I I standings with a 67.3 
percent mark. 
•Other N C A A D i v i s i o n I I 
.statistics show the Bulldogs 4th 
.in scoring offense, 2nd in scoring 
margin, 3rd in team field goal 
percentage, 4th in won-lost 
percentage, and 8th in free/lKrow 
percentage. 
seniors, point-guard Sue Sajevic 
and center Heather Nelson. "The 
two wi l l be missed," said Larson. 
Larson said Saj's enthusiasm for 
the game and hard work have 
helped create a lot of things for 
U M D on the floor. She said 
Hea ther ' s s trength is her 
shooting ability. "She's been the 
key inside person and has been 
consistent at the free throw line," 
said Larson. 
T h e Bul ldogs f inish their 
remaining five game season on 
the road. They travel to Bemidji 
on Friday, Moorheadon Saturday 
and face number one rated St. 
Cloud State on Monday. 
Skiers take 
to slopes 
Last Saturday and Sunday, 
February 5 and 6, the U M D Ski 
team took to the slopes in the 
Wisconsin Governor's Gup at 
Hardscrabble in Rice Lake, 
Wisconsin. 
T h e women's team grabbed a 
second place overall finish out of 
the 10 c o m p e t i n g teams, 
following St. Olaf. I n the slalom 
Sandy Cochran had a 12th place 
finish, while Janet Sanders 
placed 14th and Janet Pierro 
placed 25th. 
As winter sports break into the 
final stretch before conference 
title play, spring sports are 
starting their season. The first of 
these to appear at U M D is the 
Track and Field team. 
Competition began last Saturday 
when the Bulldogs were edged 
out of the team title by Michigan 
Tech 49H-46H in the second 
annual Doug Roth Invitational 
Track and Field Meet held at the 
Fieldhouse. 
Besides the teams from Michigan 
Tech and U M D , Bemidji State 
and Bethel Gollege teams took 
place in the invitational held in 
memory of Doug Roth, a former 
Bulldog hurdler who died in a 
plane crash in 1981. 
UMD's Patti Cinch took first 
place in the 800-meter (2:30.0) 
. I n the Giant slalom, UMD's 
Robin Nelson captured second 
place followed by Janet Sanders 
in 4th, Pierro in 12th and 
Cochran in 15th. 
A f t e r 19 teams f i n i s h e d 
compe t i t i on i n the men 's 
division, U M D came away with a 
5th place finish. U M T G took the 
title, while St. Olaf placed 
second, UW-Madison third and 
wh i l e three other B u l l d o g 
teammates also took first place 
finishes in the women's team 
competition: Stacy Muckala in 
the 400-meter (1:20.7), Sue 
Lefebvre in the high jump (4-10), 
and Kris Olson in the long jump 
(16-3/4). 
The 800-meter run and the 3,000-
meter run were both captured by 
Ron Wolfe of the Bulldogs with 
times of 1:57.4 and 8:50.0, 
respectively. Kent Voelkner set a 
new personal best record in shot 
put (48 feet-'/i inch), Jeff Keeler 
won the high jump (6-2) and 
Brian Gaus was victorious in the 
1,500-meter run (4:06.3) for the 
'Dogs. 
U M D wi l l face their next 
competition Saturday when they 
travel to N D S U for the Bison 
Open in Fargo, North Dakota. 
UW-Milwaukee fourth. 
Fritz Wright had the top U M D 
finish in slalom with 13th. Other 
U M D finishers in men's slalom 
were Dave Oster-16, B r a d 
Tereick-28, and Mike Kohn-31. 
Kohn came back to finish third in 
giant slalom with Mark Fngen 
taking 18, Oster right behind 
with 19th, and Tereick 28th. 
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Greg Larson: 
The Bulldogs' most prolific player 
B y Steve Tarnowski 
Staff Writer 
Basketball, like other sports, is a 
"team" game, but for al l that talk 
the fact seems to remain that very 
few players ever make the grade 
by moving on the court without 
the ball. The measure of a 
basketball player is his talent for 
getting a shot whenever he wants 
it. A player must challenge his 
man and beat him, or somehow 
get h im to beat himself. 
Such was the case last Saturday as 
U M D took on Bemidji State. The 
B u l l d o g s ' s tandout senior 
forward, Greg Larson, provided 
the game's first points for U M D . 
Larson drove the baseline for two 
points and, getting fouled, made 
the free throws as part of a three 
' point play. 
For every success comes a failure, 
and an angry coach yelling at his 
player- in this case, the Bemidji 
coach. 
" T h e end result is what pleases 
me the most," Larson said. "We 
do w i n . " 
Greg Larson started his freshman 
and sophomore year in college 
basketball playing forward at 
Augustana College in Sioux 
Falls. He was a standout, 
arguably, in the most demanding 
of team sports for any athlete. 
Larson's athletic prowess showed 
early in his prep basketball career 
at Bayfield High School in 
Wisconsin. T h e 6 foot 6 inch, 19.5 
p o u n d e r was named A l l -
Conference his junior and senior 
years and was an All-State 
performer during his senior year. 
Now Larson is playing for U M D . 
He has become the Bulldogs' 
most prolific player this year with 
a team-high 318 points following 
the games with Bemidji. 
There was a time, however, when 
Larson had almsot decided to 
hang up basketball altogether. 
After his sophomore season at 
Augustana Larson still didn't 
have a major. "They didn't have 
anything that satisfied me, so I 
ended up looking for another 
school," Larson said. " I talked to 
coach Fisher, whom I 'd known 
for quite awhile when he was at 
Northland (Ashland, Wisconsin). 
It seemed that U M D would work 
out good as far as scholastics and 
athletics." 
But after deciding on U M D , 
Larson wasn't sure if he wanted 
to go through all the pressure of 
playing for a new school. 
" I was really apprehensive about 
going out for basketball because I 
didn't know anybody. It was kind 
of traumatic trying to get to know 
everybody. They think that you 
want their job and everything," 
he added. " I talked to coach 
Fisher and my father. My father 
came up a couple of days later and 
we had a steak and talked about it. 
He must have made some sense 
because here I am." 
How does Larson feel about 
basketball at U M D compared to 
Augustana? " M y coach at 
Augustana knew his basketball, 
but didn't apply it the way coach 
Fisher does. Fisher seems to get 
Spotlight to 4B 
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Greg Larson 
MONDAY NIGHT 
?tMi TOURNEY 
limited entry first come first serve women & men 
T U E S . & THURS. 
2 f o r i 9:00-11:00 
'FRI., SAT.« 
PITCHER SPECIAL 
iSAT. BEG. AT NOON-
MARGARITA SPECIAL 
Photo/Slw* Day 
728-5111 
OPEN 
EVENINGS 
2211LondQnRd . 
Guys - style H.C....$9.00 
Includes shampoo, condition 
a.nd finish .. 
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Karate seminar offered 
at Minneapolis campus 
Play-offs Hockey from 1B 
B y Joe Mayrand 
Staff Writer 
Club members of the Arrowhead 
Karate Assocation and director 
Joe Mayrand w i l l be traveling to 
Minnea;3olis for a two day 
Karate-do seminar. 
T h e seminar w i l l be held Feb. 18 
and 19 at the University of 
M i n n e s o t a , M i n n e a p o l i s 
campus. T h e guest speaker wi l l 
be Hidetaka Nishiyama. 
Nishiyama is an eighth dan 
(Hachi-Dan) black belt of the 
Japan Karate Association. He is 
alsci President of the American 
Amateur Karate Federation, a 
U . S . b ranch of the J K A . 
Nishiyama is responsible for J K A 
black belt examination/certifi-
cation in the U.S . 
Nishiyama best sums up the goals 
of his teachings: "Of all the 
world ' s creatures, only the 
human being has been granted 
the capacity to expand and 
improve mental and physical 
abilities by his own accord. And 
so it is with karate-do that this 
capac i ty is g iven another 
in te rp re ta t ion th rough the 
unlimited seeking of improved 
technique . T h i s u n l i m i t e d 
seeking becomes a part of the 
overall expansion of human 
abilities. 
"Although ranking levels may be 
finite by their very definition, the 
seeking of karate development 
has no limits. The human 
capacity to expand and the 
potential to achieve are frontiers 
t ha t c a l l for c o n t i n u e d 
exploration." 
For more information, call the 
Arrowhead Karate Assocation, 
726-1304. 
B a s k e t b a l l , . V o l l e y b a l l and 
Hockey play-offs have started this 
week. 
The top two teams in the AA 
league this year are the Outlaws 
and the Fu l l House. Both are 
undefeated. Other teams that 
have a good chance winning it al l 
are the Zoo and the Penetrators. 
The Icebreakers and the Dead 
Heads were also undefeated in the 
A league. 
In Basketball the top four seeded 
teams are Cash 11, v/c, Conche, 
who were al l undefeated, and 
Cash Sooners who lost their only 
game to Cash 11. 
B r o o m b a l l p l ay -o f f s s tar t 
Sunday, Feb. 13. Schedules wi l l 
be available Friday, Feb. 11 at 
12:00 in the Rec Sports Office. 
Budweiser 
K I N G O F BEERS® 
JUHLETE OF THE 
Photo/Sttve Day 
Dan Fishback 
Senior Dan Fishback scored his 19th goal of the season Saturday against the 
Wisconsin Badgers. This week's Bud Athlete Is now tied for ninth on the all-
time UMD scoring list. 
came from Wisconsin's Pat 
Flatley. T h i s made the final 6-3 
UMD. 
Defense again was the strong 
point for the Dogs. Bob Mason 
stopped 18 shots while the 
defense in front of him blocked 
another 12. The win broke a 
three-game losing streak for the 
•Dogs. 
Saturday night saw Wisconsin 
score twice within the first three 
minutes of the final period to 
break a 1-1 tie. The game winner 
was scored on a shorthanded goal 
by Wisconsin defenseman Chris 
Chellios. The other two Badger 
scores were by Paul Houck, who 
had been moved to center rom 
wing as part of coach Jeff Sauer's 
line-juggling in an effort to break 
a four-game streak without a win. 
The Badgers, after losing their 
cool the previous night, resorted 
to a disciplined defensive style 
that held U M D to a mere 16 shots 
attempted through the first two 
pe r iods . C o a l t e n d e r M a r c 
Behrend only had to make eight 
stops in the first two periods, 
while being called upon to save 
12 shots in the third period as the 
Bulldogs finally were able to get 
their offense untracked. 
The lone Bulldog scorer for the 
game was Dan Fishback. His 
goal, the 19th of the season for 
him, tied him for ninth on the all-
time U M D scoring list. He now 
has 56 goals and 92 assists for his 
career, for a total of 148 points. 
Coing into this week's series at 
Colorado College, the Bulldogs 
w i l l be without the services of B i l l 
Mason for the first game due to a 
game disqualification as a result 
of a fight with the Badgers' Ernie 
Vargas in the third period of 
Saturday night's game. B i l l 
Watson and Dan May wi l l also 
miss the series with injuries. 
U M D swept C C back in October 
at the Duluth Arena, winning 5-3 
and 5-4 games. C C stands last in 
the league with a 2-20 record, but 
always seem to give the Bulldogs 
all they can handle. 
Coach Mike Sertich of the 
Bulldogs doesn't look for an easy 
series. " I t w i l l be a tough, hard 
skating series. These are key 
games for us and we have to be 
mentally prepared." Sertich was 
pleased with the win last Friday 
against Wisconsin and was 
particularly happy to see the 
power play come around. 
In the two weekly polls, U M D is 
eighth in one and 10th in the 
other. 
Spotlight from 3B 
the most out of his players when 
it counts. I have to be pleased 
with the fact that we are 
winning." 
Since Larson came to the 
Bulldogs two years ago the 'Dogs , 
have lost only eight games. 
Larson, who is majoring in 
i n d u s t r i a l educa t ion , says 
basketball is at the center of his 
life. 
"Basketball would be one or two 
at this point because it takes a lot 
of my time away as far as 
concentration. I think a lot about 
it and worry a lot." 
What's number two on his list? 
Larson said, "My car." 
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OUTDOORS 
Not all birds fly South... 
Flocks lean due to mild winter 
By Joe l Dale 
Staff Writer 
Not a l l birds have flown south for 
the winter. In fact a few species, 
such as Robins and Mourning 
Doves, may still be found in and 
around the Duluth area due to the 
mild winter this year. Some birds, 
to escape even harsher conditions 
than those found in Duluth, "fly 
south" to Minnesota to spend 
their winters here. 
The mild weather this year has 
caused many birds such as 
Redpolls, Pine Grosbeaks, Pine 
Siskens and "Winter Finches" to 
stay in their summer ranges up 
north. Where as last year there 
were reports of Bohemian 
Waxwings in flocks up to 1,500, 
the biggest lock seen so far this 
year was 60, according to T i m 
Lamey, a U M D graduate student 
specializing in ornithology. In 
spite of this, many types of 
"winter" birds may be observed 
now. 
Among the more promising 
places to look for birds in the 
immediate Duluth vicinity are 
Hartley Field, Chester Bowl and 
Tischer Creek Park. Because 
many residents who live around 
Lester Park maintain bird feeders 
in the winter there are very good 
bird watching opportunities 
there as well. Along the North 
Shore of Lake Superior, when the 
ice is out, birds such as Colden-
eyes. Scooters and Seagulls may 
be seen. Although there aren't as 
many as last year. Snow Owls 
which winter in Minnesota may 
be found in the harbor area 
around the grain terminals. 
Snowy Owls feed on the Rock 
Doves and rats which are found 
there. -
There are several good books and 
field guides for beginning bird 
watchers to refer to. Among them 
are "Birds of North America," by 
Golden Press, " A Field Guide to 
Birds East of the Rockies," 
a u t h o r e d by R o g e r T o r y 
Peterson, and several fine field 
guides which are printed by the 
Audubon Society. 
In addition to books and field 
guides most bird watchers like to 
use a good pair of binoculars 
(preferably fog-proof). These can 
prove helpful when trying to 
view close-up details of the more 
"shy" species. 
So if you're suffering from a case 
of cabin fever and need to get 
outside, "bird watching" is an 
excellent reason to go. It can he a 
lot of fun and exciting. 
Photo/J.R.M. 
Although many types of birds do winter in Minnesota, most of the larger species of 
carnivorous birds, such as this Peregrine Falcon, migrate from the region during the fall. From 
mid-October to mid-December thousands of raptors—a term loosely defined as "birds or 
prey"—pass through Duluth following one of the largest migration routes In North America. 
Wuda WoochI 
Duluth Pack 
hits the trail 
B y M. Phillip Stensaas 
On Tuesday, January 11, 1983, 
Te r i L y n n Clembin, Peter Olson, 
Annette Frisell, Melanie Crezer, 
Clyde Armstrong and I al l 
squished into Clyde's Datsun 
(cozy but cramped). It was the 
first official outing of the new 
Wuda Wooch! Duluth Pack. We 
drove up Garfield Avenue to its 
termination under the high 
bridge. We were on a mission. 
Scanning the icy horizon with 
binoculars, we spotted our 
suspect at 1600 hours. It was a 
lone Snowy owl waiting on the 
ice...waiting for the light to fade 
and its camouflage to become 
complete so it could commit its 
survival crime. We discovered 
evidence of a previous offense in 
the form of a severed Rock Dove 
head and scattered feathers. Snowy 
Owl tracks led to the sptot. Th i s 
was our bird! We circled to within 
IGO yards. Suddenly the 20 inch 
bird with the 55 inch wingspan 
spooked and glided silently 
inches off the ice. It had been 
cpjor lagged royal h|ue on the left 
side of its head and dh the base of 
its right wing. A plastic wing clip 
number could not be read. Dave 
Evans has been banding and 
studying Snowy Owls for years 
now. T o capture the birds he uses 
a rocket net shot over them while 
on the ice. 
We drove back down along the 
harbor and apparently smack 
dab into the territory of another, 
larger, more wary Snowy. It flew. 
We set out on foot to get closer by 
crossing an ore yard. We were 
walking through the gate when a 
voice in a box boomed, " Y o u are 
trespassing on railroad property 
and are subject toarrest!" Wesaid 
OK. 
As were driving back toward 
Garfield we saw owl number one 
again, now perched atop a 
telephone pole. The fast coming 
darkness swallowed his form. He 
was scanning the grain elevator 
yards for foraging rats and Rock 
Doves feeding on spilled grain. 
T w o or three times every decade 
there is an invasion year of Snowy 
Owls from the Arctic. At present 
there are only a couple in the 
Duluth harbor. They spend their 
days on the ice and then at dusk 
they fly into the elevator yards. 
From their perches they prey on 
Rock Doves and rats, bunnies and 
pheasants. The Superior harbor 
usually hosts more Snowys due 
to the simple fact that they don't 
clean up their grain as quickly. In 
the spring they'll a l l retreat once 
again to breed and nest on the 
Arctic tundra. 
Stensaa s It prssidsn t of an Informa l 
outin g dub know n as The Wuda Woodi l 
Dulut h Pack . Wuda Wooct i It an 
EtIilopla n phrat a whic h roughl y 
trantlata t lo Englis h at "to be outside. " 
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JULIE P. - Be expecting a 
nice surprise on Valentine's 
Day! Hope you enjoy it. 
Signed, Wish I Could Meet 
You! Tim 
STUGO: We don't know 
where the future will find us, 
but Loving God, loving each 
Other, loving ourselves, and 
having faith are in our future. 
You are an extremely special 
person, and I'm ecstatic that 
this Valentine's Day, I can 
say: "You're my Valentine!" 
All my love, A Fellow James 
Reader 
mvvr 
vfiLcmmc'S 
To my little 0. Boy: The last 4 
months seem like 4 years. 
Everything's SO special. I 
hope July comes quick!! I 
love you! — so much. Always, 
The Great Flat Plains 
MIKE K: It's been a year 
since I've seen you last. I see 
you more now than I did in 
the past. We usually say 'Hi,' 
and go our own way. So 
hope you have a great 
Valentine's Day. ? 
BARB W. (future Mrs. P): The 
last year has been the best of 
my life! Only 2'/? weeks till 
Acapulco. Happy Valentine's. 
Love you more, Pokey 
EIroy 0. Gomez: I've been 
feeling really maltish lately 
what do ya say?! Love, 
Sophie Bebo 
I love you Porter! 
The New Rich Man five 
glasses of water. They tasted 
like wine, Won't you be my 
Valentine. 
Happy Valentine's to the 
tastiest turnip in town. It's 
your week to sprout a 
telegram. Looking forward to 
another quarter vegitating 
TERI WHINER: You are the together. Love, the Jolly 
sweetest Valentine. And will Green Giant Jr. 
always be the sweetest thing 
to me. I LOVE YOU! Love, 
Danny Whiner 
Being one of God's finest 
creations, K.A. Barker, would 
you...maybe...ah...be my...ah 
...Val...Valentine? Your Secret 
Admirer 
To Gen Erika, BAH and Kids, j.,..ppp, „ uwy AMnFR«;nN 
Kids, Kids: There's pretty 15!'^^.^">^ ^'^^ ANDERSON 
much never a dull moment Thanks for being he very 
with you guys. 'Souse the BEST bes friend for the past 
profanity, but the cosmic co« ^'^ years! With love. Zenker 
ate a peanut butter and 
pepper sandwich under the 
bed and white washed it 
down with a pinch in the 
water after the Theragram 
man scammed with the 
moose. Later declaring rape! 
Olayl Happy Valentine's Day -
that's no bull - Love, TR and 
PATTY: You dress to a T ' 
(that stands for tie). You 
drum up a storm with your 
natural drive. So I watch you 
sing and 1 hear you play but 
the cymbals (or is that 
symbols?) won't crash until i 
can say that I've snared you 
for my Valentine even if it's 
only just for a day. Will you 
be my Valentine? 
LF Can Barbarians fall in love? 
This one did. Happy 
Valentine's Day to my little 
man of the world. 
P.N. — We've been together 
for so long I can't imagine 
what it will be like next year 
apart. In case you don't know 
it, I love you, and you'll 
forever be my special friend. 
Happy Valentine's Day, OhazI 
Love, C.F. 
Ringo, Redford, Brinkley, 
Clown, You're the four best 
guys around. Thanks for 
always being there - There 
are no better anywhere! 
HAPPY V-DIII! With love 
always, KZ inSB 
MARK H.H. - You are the 
EPITOMY of grace, truth and 
Rula Lenska. What? Rosle P? 
What? Face It - art is my life. 
Without you, life would be 
just another fine situation. 
Happy Valentine's Day - don't 
forget to add the wine! izov 
JRK: My love for you grows & 
grows even though you may 
not know. To communicate it 
verbally I do not know. You 
fit my heart like a glove, it's 
not loose for my heart is your 
heart. Your tenderness and 
deep emotions show me love, 
but love to understand 
mentally I do not know. All i 
know is what I've learned to 
feel being with you. So be my 
Valentine you spice of mine. 
DJO 
"Lil Pooper" - We've been the 
best of pals from the start, 
and fantastic lovers always. 
Please be patient with this 
time apart, and yet to come 
may be our finest days. Love, 
SiYour Cabin Comrade 
GREG! You are the "Appel 
Hot" my eye. Will you be my 
Valentine? A secret admirer 
To My Man in 220-B, Which 
one? Well the "Studly" one -
of course! I LOVE YOU 
SWANEE. Happy Valentine's 
Day. Love, Your Babe in 3BI 
Dearest Fuzzy Wuzzy, I'm so 
glad you came into my life. I 
couldn't "bear" to live without 
youl An extra special kiss and 
bear-hug to you on 
Valentine's Day, Sweetheart! 
Love, Ouddlecakes 
Hey Duh Duh, Zara baby 
would be so proud of your 
dedicated musicianship. For 
all your hard work you have 
been nominated for a 
scholarship at the E.L. School 
of Fine Arts. Awards will be 
given at Jenny Mc's dance 
class, bring Golden Pea. 
Happy Valentine's Day, 
Sweetie. Izov 
My dear Sherilyn, I'm so 
happy for the love we're in. 
We're a special couple that 
can only win. Our love may 
twist and bend, but It will 
never ever end. Kelvin 
Dearest Mary, Jane, Jane, 
Theresa, Kay, Brenda, 
Theresa, Cathy, Carolyn, 
Moira, Sandy, Marty, Karol, 
Sarah, Heidi, Joyce, Jill, 
Lynn, Laurel, Cheryl, Kathy, 
Ronda, M. Nash: You are the 
only ones for us. Happy 
Valentine's Day. Much Love, 
The Boys 
J.H.- Happy Valentine's Day 
to a real sweetheart. M.M. 
DOUG: You know you're the 
one. This has been the best 
year so let's go for another! 
Happy Valentine's Day - I 
love you! Kathy 
The "Sghetti-o Kid": Hi, how 
are ya? Thanks for making 
these last three months so 
special, (very much so). I love 
you more than brussel 
sprouts! Ya gotta wiggle that 
thing back there...Hugs and 
kisses always — Love ya 
Hon! "Squeeze-me" 
G.B. - Looking forward to 
spending a life of gathering 
nuts and living in a tree with 
you. Happy Valentine's Day. 
Your Little Squirrel 
DAVID: I like you just thp?* ' 
way you are. If you ever need 
someone to talk, listen, or 
just be there, you can count 
on me. You're a very special 
friend. Fondly, Ski Bum 
Hey Sex Machine! Movie Sat. 
night? Love, Lena XOXO! 
Tom wants Jenni forever, and 
forever is a long, long time! 
JULIE: Don't forget to put 
Oct. 1 on your appointment 
calendar, i love you, Jim 
Hey Tony, you're so fine! 
Honestly! 1 don't even know 
i/here to begin. By the way, 
how's your — ? But, no 
matter what. We are the 
School of Fine Drinking. 
(Face it, drinking is my life) 
Have a Happy Valentine's 
Day. You're very special to 
me. Izov 
Oh, Jo-Jol I guess I fooled 
you after allll Maynard and I 
think you're the greatest! 
Love ya! Kirk • 
JOHN: The past ten months 
that we've been together have 
been very special to me and I 
wouldn't change one minute 
of it. You are my sweetheart 
and I love youl Kris 
LBP: I'm glad you're here. 
You make things unique and 
very special. Coon. Come 
back. Sweetie Pie HP j o my Special Friend: You 
are my sunshine, you make 
Mkm^ - me happy when skies are any 
color! You'll never know dear, 
how much ILY, so don't ever 
take my sunshine away! Love, 
Your Little Feticinni 
9, 
.»3 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
Try the Statesman 
Classified Ads 
STUDY in England oarticipant s (facult y 
& students) — 3rd Annual Alexandra , 
Northfiel d (Mpls. chapter) Valentine' s 
Party, Saturday , Feb. 12 at Theresa 
Sethney's , 8 p.m. Call Jan at 626-2875, 
Rply at 612-338-318 4 pr Theresa at 612-
379-4836 fpr directions . 
PROFESSIONA L typing : Thesis , 
dissertations , term papers, resumes, 
iliustrations . Ten years experience . 
Pam's Typng Service , 728-4603. 
TAXIDERM Y Instructio n by licensed 
professional . Lessons in all phases of the 
art, tailored to your needs and schedule. 
Reference s available . Hide & Beak 
Taxidermy , 729-8452. 
ABORTION : A woman's choice. Free, 
confidentia l testing and counseling . All 
ages served. Downtown Duluth, 218-
727-3352 or Minneapolis , 612-332-2311 . 
OVERSEAS Jobs - Summer/yea r round. 
Europe, S. Amer., Australia , Asia. Ail 
fields. $500-$1200 monthly . Sightseeing . 
Free info. Write IJC Box 52-MN-1. 
Corona Dei Mar, CA 92625 
ENEFffjiZ E with exercise and dance. Ail 
levels of ballet and jazz are offered for 
adults. Call Atheius School of Dance at 
723-0059. 
CONGRATULATION S on your 
achievemen t of Eagle Scout Greg 
Carlson. John Bergson. 
CAN GUN, Mexico, 8 seats availabl e on 
an added charter . Contact S.A. Travel , 
726-7559. 
WHO were those three playing with 
Grandma' s tire extinguisher ? ' 
TO Attractiv e Sophomore Female: I'm a 
190 lb., 6 toot, dark-haire d sophomore 
SBE student presentl y strugglin g 
through Caic.-A Short Course. I'm a 
former high school wrestle r and 
presently a weightitte r and racquetbal l 
player. I like German white wine, and the 
Guthrie Theatre , beer and DudieyRlggs . 
How ahout catching me up on Dynasty? 
I'll leave my number in the STATESMA N 
office. 
FT. LAUDERDALE , hy air - 2 seats 
available . Contact S.A. Travel , 726-7559. 
S. KATRI , it you find more than one male 
that meets your specific quaiitications . 
and you need assistance in scheduling 
your dates, please contact "Let' s Make a 
Deal."  Don't forget you have friends that 
will get a hit crabby and grow quite angry 
it you don't share! 
KING SPANKY : The big one. eh! 21 yrs. 
Has made it! What caused this? it must 
he the cranking of the waning evenings. 
What is it they say? DuckButte r Putters . 
Only you know buddy. How ahout using 
a little stick-ups before your stinking up. 
Ocean motion in there!! Happy Birthday , 
Greasemonkey ^ 
IS.A . TRAVEL will he holding an\ 
J informationa l meeting Monday night thei 
'l4th tor ail persons going on spring 
LOST & FOUND 
HAVE you checked Kirby Lost & Found 
tor your: Jacket , Books, Notebooks . 
Wallets , Keys. Glasses, Checkbooks . 
Sweaters , etc. WE HAVE PLENTY ! 
FOR SALE 
"is it live?" "is it Maxel?" Maxell UDXL11-
90's, $2.90 each. Weaiso have TDK SA C-
90's. $2.70 each. Call Steve at 728-6169 
or Brian at 726-7077. 
FOR SALE: Montgomery Ward table-top 
refrigerator , 4.1 cu. ft. capacity . 
Excellen t condition . Reg. $219. asking 
$165. Call 727-8117 or 722-7425 anytime 
and ask tor Sally. Room 415. it not in, 
leave a message. 
FOR RENT 
APARTMENT S tor rent. Downtown 
security building . $80-$150. negotiable , 
with deposit. Call 722-7864. 
ROOMS availabl e in beautifu l UMD area 
home just 1'/; blocks from campus. $135 
per month otters you a quiet home-like 
atmosphere , student kitchen , ail utilities , 
phone privilege s and washing taciiitles . 
too. For more details , please call 724-
1828. 
WANTED 
WANTED: One maie/temai e needed to 
share large new furnishe d house located 
Congdon area, one block to UMD bus, 
laundry , color tv, prefer non-smoker -
medical - senior or faculty . $150 per 
month includes heat, lights, telephone 
and Cable TV. Call 728-2827. 
WANTED: Female non-smoker to share 
house with 3 others. Own bedroom. 
$130/mo. includes ail hut phone. Waikto 
school; on Woodland busline. Call 724-
8116. 
MALE roommate wanted to share 2 
bedroom house with one other; on 
busline, garage, washer & dryer; 
$150/month . heat paid. Call Jon 724-
6411, evenings . 
"LIF E PARTNER NEEDED" Looking 
for a decent, honest, non-smoker girl. 23 
or less to get married to 23 year old grad. 
student, handsome, from an upper class 
family . Prefer her to he a virgin with a 
good shape and good academic 
standing . For more information , please 
call 723-1230. Confidential . 
WANTED: Feathers to ruffle . Two 
women startin g feather rufflin g 
business, intended tor persons wanting 
other people's feathers ruffled . For 
example : frictio n created at parties or 
putting excitemen t into boring people's 
lives. It this service is desired, contact 
Jane and Teresa at 724-2140. Let trictioe 
run wild in your lite - call "The Feather 
Ruftiers. " 
PERSONAL 
"PLAY UNDER THE STARS" Rec 
Sports dusk-to-daw n Sport-A-Thon . Be 
there. Support Special Olympics . Start 
forming your teams now tor our ail night 
tourney! Fun and prizes! Watch tor 
details . 
IN honor of his 25th birthday , let it he 
known that Skip CAN he had! For details 
call 7935. 
THE Victims of Sexual Assault/Sexua l 
Harrassmen t are you. me. men. women 
and children-to r assistance with your 
personal concerns contact Peg Moid, 
Outreach Coordinator . 726-8155. 
THE Bud Rep is here! Save big $ on 
Budweiser . Budweise r Light and 
Micheioh in 8 and 16 gallon kegs. For ail 
your party needs call Roger Brooks at 
726-7725. Extras included! 
T.V. - the Skip: Last weekend on the 
Range, we proved that we're top-rate. So 
next weekend at D.C.C.. we'll show that 
we are great. W.T.T.C.W.V . - Your rink. 
THE 3rd Street whores have moved, they 
are celebratin g Friday night! 
ALPHA Phi Omega would like to thank 
ail who participate d in Winter Carniva l 
1983. with a special thank you to those 
who generously gave their time to judge 
events. Let's do it again next year! 
BACK hy popular demand, the girls on 
West Niagara are having another party 
Friday! 
PUDDLES, i just wanted to wish you a 
Happy Birthday . Happy Valentine' s Day 
and Happy Anniversary . Let's make the 
rest of our time together as great as our 
first year. K.R. 
A special thanks to the participant s of the 
721 Pie-in-the-Fac e Birthday party, it 
was really sweet. 
WELCOME to Miier Time! it you're 
holding a party or event in the neartutur e 
and you need draught equipment or 
party supplies, contact Bruce Clark, your 
Miiier Campus Rep at 724-6173. 
Featuring Miier High Lite and Miier Lite 
in halt or quarter barrels . 
AUTO INSURANCE . Call American 
Family ipsurance tor low auto rates. We 
otter student discounts . Call 728-3689. 
FCR ail your typing needs, call Jeanne. 
724-5524. 2 blocks from campus. 
( » • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
PLAN ahead tor Valentine's . For 
corsages and cut flowers , Ursula' s Floral 
Paviiilon , Ben Frankli n Store. Kenwood 
Shopping Center. 
•••••••••••••• 
"THE hull is here!"  For ail your kegs and 
party needs, contact Jon Koeheie, 726-
6002. your Schiitz Campus Rep. Extras 
included! 
CAMPUS AA meetings. Wednesdays , 
11:00 a.m., K333 and Thursdays . 11:00 
a.m., K333. CampusAi-AnonThursdays , 
2:00 p.m. K333. 
GRCUP from the American institut e tor 
Foreign Study will he embarkin g on an 
excitin g Western European trip this 
summer, interested ? Call 392-7571 after 
5 p.m. 
FCR help with your questions or 
concerns ahout your own or anothers 
use of chemicals , contact UMD. 
Alcohol/Dru g Cutreach, Peg Moid, 726-
8155. 
PREGNANT ? Need help? Free 
pregnanc y testing . Confidentia l 
counseling . Get ALL the tacts before 
making your decision. No problem too 
dittlcui t to solve. Call a friend at 
BIRTHRIGHT . 723-1801. 
IS your husband or boyfrien d abusing 
you? You are not alone - it happens a lot. 
There is a number you can call where 
••/omen advocates are availabl e to help 
you. Ail calls and informatio n kept 
contidentiai . Gail our shelter tor battered 
•/vomen. the Women's Coalition . 24-hour 
Hotline Number: 728-3679. 
BUYING comics: Any kind, anyquantity . 
especially need Marvel Super-Hero 
comics and 50's Detective and Horror. 
Collector' s Connection , 101 East 
Superior St.. 722-9.551 . 
NC ideas for Valentine' s Day? Send a 
Love 'n Kisses Kissagram and really 
surprise someone special. (Secret 
admirers confidential) . Hurry, bookings 
are limited . 628-3203 or 626-1572. 
HAPPY B-Day you encentiomorphou s 
phenecontemporaneou s rockheads ! To 
the original hairy dog and the hest 
coach! The worst team. Woof! Woof! 
Signed. Modrocks 
HAS your trip been cancelled? it so. go 
with S.A. Travel , go with the crowd, ours 
are still ok. 726-7559. 
DENC, Happy, Happy Birthday from 
your gooty friends - Maciaswa , MB & 
Mona 
SPEAK your mind it you dare. Speak 
your heart it you care. Send a 50C inter-
campus telegram (deliver y .included) . 
Kirby, Thursday . 2/10 and Friday, 2/11. 
Also delivered Monday. 2/14. Sponsored 
hy the Comm. Club. 
DAYTCNA BEACH hy coach: limited 
seating, includes Disney World, Hotel & 
Transportation , $189. SA Travel 726-
7559. 
HEALTH Service would like female 
student to assist medical students with 
pelvic exam techniques . FEE PAID. For 
furthe r information , call Nurse 
Practitioner , UMD Health Service , 726-
8155. 
DC registration , financia l aid. academic 
problems, tuiton instalmen t plan or 
other things have you hummed out? 
Come to the Concerns Center, write 
down your hitch, put it in the t)ox and you 
WILL get an answer. Located in Kirby, at 
the entrance to the S.A. office . 
DC you want to keep your campus from 
looking like scum? Save those cans and 
use those bins. And don't forget there's 
prizes it you know where our boxes are. 
MPiRG/ALU-CA N / 
ARE you PC'ed at UMD tor some 
reason? it you have a complaint or 
concern, come to the Concerns Center 
hoard, write it down, drop it in the box 
and you will get an answer. Located in 
Kirby: entrance to SA ottice. 
MARCH CF DIMES & Mr. D's"Sotthai l in 
the Snow" tournament , 3 divisions . 
February 19-20, 1983, Men's, women's 
and co-ed. Call 727-1318 or 724-4477. 
Guaranteed two games. 
WE'RE giving away prizes next week, so 
know where our recycling bins are! 
MPiRG/ALU-CA N 
WANTED: Female roommate to share 
cozy house w/3 others , own room, WANTED: The Duluth Women's Rugby 
washer , dryer , fireplace . French Club is looking for a coach tor the spring 
windows & doors , only 1 block from season. Previous rugby experienc e is 
Admin. Availabl e April 1st through Sept. necessary , it interested , call 723-1709. 
1st. Cptionai for next^ y^ear . 724-4697. 
DOWEtlAVe 
V4LE0Tl0e5 
m yo)i\ 
were o p e n ; 
mor). 10-5 
mm 
S H A N T Y B O T T L E S H O P 
1 2 3 1 E . 4 t h S t . 7 2 4 - 2 0 6 0 
D e l i v e r y S e r v i c e 
B E WISE AIVD 
M i V K E M O N E Y 
WITH 
STATESMAN 
DISPLAY 
ADS 
stop in Klfby 118 
or Call 726-71-; j 
Experience is needed in today's job 
market...and you con get that 
needed experience at the 
U M D S T A T E S M A N 
The STATESMAN is now taking 
applications for the positions of 
EDITOR-IN -
C H I E F 
and 
B U S I N E S S 
M A N A G E R 
for 1983-84. 
Get that edge over the other person 
by goining voluoble experience ot 
the STATESMAN-before you 
enter the job market 
DEADLINE for oil oppliconts 
is 6 p.m. Monday, March 14. 
"The UMD STATESMAN is an equal opportunity-
affirmative action employer." 
